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PREFACE
This thesis developed from a seminar paper on the
South China Miseion ot the Southern Baptist Convention,
1945-1951, prepared for Dr. R. Barry Westin in the tall

of 1965.

Though the scope ot this present study includes

Southern Baptist Missions in all ot China during the same
period, its purpose remains the same.

That purpose ia to

present the course of the evangelical outreach

or

this

large Protestant denomination, and the progress made in
establishing an indigenous Christian movement in China
before the Communists forced the withdrawal of all
missionary personnel.
For his guidance in this project I am truly gratef'ul
to Dr. Westin.
the staff

or

Ho small thanks are also due to those ot

the Foreign Mission Board who have made

indispensable contributions:

to Miss Nell Stanley,

librarian, and her staff for their geneG'Jousand friendly
assistance; and to Drs. Cauthen, Crawley, and Hill for the
time afforded by them for interviews.

I am, ot course,

more deeply indebted than could be expressed for the
encouragement ot my parents, and of my recent bride, whose
delight will know no bounds when "that thesis ia ott our
backs."

Last, but certainly not least, I am deeply grateful

tor the skill ot my typist, Mrs. Doria Halenda.
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CHAPTER I
THE SETTING OF SOUTHERN BAPTIST

MISSIONS IN CHINA, 1945-1951
The Condition of China at the End or World War II
After 115 years, the last link between Southern Baptists and Chinese Baptista had been severed.

Missionary

Pearl Johnson had stood at her post in Taingtao after all
her fellow missionaries had tled the Communists, but now
she, too, was leaving her adopted people.

The year was

1951--just six years attar that day or limitless joy and
hope, V-J Day. 1
China was technically one ot the victors or World
War II.

With considerable aid trom her American ally, the

government of Chiang Kai Shek emerged trom the war with the
1tetter from Pearl Johnson to J. T. Williama, n. d.,
in "Letters and Statements trom Miaaionariea Who Were in
China at the Time of the Japanese War and during the Rise
ot the Communist Power which Resulted in the Dispersion ot
the Missionaries," an unpublished manuscript collection
made by J. T. Williama in 196). In the library ot the
Foreign Mission Board ot the Southem Baptist Convention,
Richmond, Virginia. There is no s:-g1nat1on. Hereafter
cited as: Williams, "Letters."

2

technical status

or

a major belligerent.

The Western powers

had renounced the concessions that they had extorted from a
prostrate Manchu dynasty a century before, and with the promise

or

further American aid in the reconstruction

or

the

land, the prospects.for the future ot China were bright in
the opinion

or

some missionary observers.

2

Other American observers questioned whether the government could have survived at all without the aid

or

her American

ally, and considered the country actually vanquished by the
3
rigors or war.
The destruction wrought by eight years
of coriscription, bombing, drought, and famine was extensive.
Transportation and communications were practically nonexistent immediately after the Japanese surrender.
was

or

Inflation

rampant; in 1945 the cost of living was 3700 times that

1937. 4
The war had resulted in a reversal

steps toward political unity.

or

the pre-war

In the East, the Japanese

occupied the richest, most commercialized sector of the
country.

To the Southwest was the refuge of the Nationalist

2

Baker J. Cauthen, "Report of the Secretary tor the
Orient," in "Minutes of the Foreign Mission Board" (March 15,
1950), no page. Hereafter cited as: Cauthen, "Minutes."
Unless indicated, there is no pagination.

3K.

.™-l22!
1946).

s.

Latourette, The American Record in the Far East,
(New York: TheMacmillan Company, ~5j"J," p.9r.-

4
Cauthen, "Minutes" (April 6, 1948, and November 11,

goveniment, with its capital at Chungking.

In the Northwest,

Communist guerillas had eatabliehed a it! facto government.
The Chinese Communist movement had originated in 1923,
when Russian technicians responded to appeals fro• President
Sun Tat Sen tor aid 1n China's ettort to modernise.

'

For a

few years the Communiet party which reeulted trom the Ruaaians•
1nnuence cooperated with Sun'a Kuomintang (People's 1'at1onal
Party).

~un'a

But in 1927,

heir, Chiang Kai Shek, broke rela-

tions with them, and armed claehes followed.

The 1ncreae1ng

danger from the Japanese led the belligerents to agree to a
truce, ao that a united front could be presented ag41nat any
Japanese offensive.

But when the attack actually came in

1937, the Communiata largely withdrew trom the fighting and
remained in their northwestern citadel during the war.
brunt

or

The

the fighting Cell upon the govensment rorcea, and the

resultant attrition was costly.

6

By 1945, the Communists, under the le&derehip of Mao
Tse Tung. were well-entrenched in their region, having won a
great deal ot sympathy from the local people through land
reforms and the exemplary conduct ot their military personnel.
Their army was well-trained, adequately ted, and carefully
n

indoctrinated in the wocmun 1at cauae.

7

51. S. Latourette, A Short History or £.b.! Fae~
(New York: Macmillan Company, 1962}, P• Ib9.

6

!2..ae

Latourette,
P• 97.
7

!ill. •

!h.!. Amorican Record !!l.

pp. 94-97.

~

!!.!: Eaet, 12!ti-

4
The Chungking government fared poorly by comparison.
Charges of corruption could be made at all levels.

The army

was led by men who were often, if not usually, incompetent.
The party which controlled the government, the Kuomintang, was
divided within and jealous of its power.

In view of .the mul-

titude and complexity of its problems, the regime's capacity

to rule was being severely strained.

To the crucfal problem

. of inflation, its most frequent solution was to print a
greater volume of unbacked money, which only aggravated the
crisis.

In retrospect, it appeared that this government would

never have been adequate to occupy 1 organize, and reconstruct
so vast a land before a host of problems would have deluged
the people in chaos.

8

And the Communists were watchful for

every opportunity to exploit the government's weaknesses.
The Nationalist-Communist Civil War
When the Japanese seized Manchuria, they stationed an
army there for the purpose of repelling a possible Russian
attack.

Throughout the war this force remained inactive.

with the exception of a few days just prior to the surrender
of Japan.

At that time Russian entered the war against

Japan, as agreed at Yalta, encountering only token resistance.
In return for this small effort against the common roe, the
Allies had agreed that the Russians should occupy N.ianchuria

s
temporarily.

They used this time to confiscate industrial

equipment as reparat1ons--equ1pment that would have beon valu-

Moreover, they
the disarmed Japaneee .force behind them

able to the recovery or the Chinese economy.

left the weapons

or

when they withdrew from Manchuria.

Thia was within conveni-

ent reach ot the Communists in Rorthweet China, but tar from
the Nationalists in the South, hampered as they were by poor

transpoztatton.
the refusal

Their movements were further handicapped by

or

the Russians to permit. them to use the port
9
of Darien tor debarkation.
Nationalist troops entering Northern China and Manchuria,

therefore, round the former Japanese poe!tions occupied by
Communist forces, and it was not long before clashes resulted.
The government forces made aome progress in 1946 before the
10
American Ambassador, George c. Marshall, arranged a truce.

Negotiations for cooperation and disarmament ran afoul ot
opposition on the part or Nationalist leaders to any compromise that might diminish their power.

The situation was fUr-

ther complicated by the fact that the Communieta viewed every

move

or

the government and the Americana alike with intense

suspicion.

11

With the collapse

or

the negotiations and the resumption

of hostilities. the tide began to turn against the liat1onal1at
Their military failures in 1947 led to the disastrous

armies.

9
Ibid.• p. 95.

-

10

lbid., p. llf!.

ll

!h!S.·· pp. 104-109.

6
loss or Mukden, a key Manchurian city, in the following year.
Spreading into Central China. the Red armies moved quickly
through the countrysido, leaving the cities as Nationalist
islands in a Comrnuniet sea.

Later they could equeeze these
12
strongholds in Yises of converging columns.
The government was atill disorganized by its move trom Chungking back
to the pre-war capital, Nanking, and its armies were poorly
Inflation roae to the point that the poorest
1.3
laborer dealt in Qillions of dollars.
The et.rugele in the

coordinated.

North was now lost beyon,d hope• and the center or the country
seemed all but lost for the Nationalist cause 1r something
were not done to reverse the trend or events.
12

Baker J. Cauthen, "The Orient," Th~ Field Is The
World: ~f.4th Annual Report Bf. ~ Forei n •·iesion UO'a~ot
the Sout .ern Biiltiat Convention, 1 4 , e • by tenevleve Orear
TRfchDiond, Virg nla, 1949), p. 48.
Herearter all Annual
Reports will be cited as: An~unl Retort, with the appropriate
year.); Cauthen "Minutes" (April 6, 9UT1 1 pp. 10-~l.

13Ibid •. J.11ssionary Helen McCullough, in an undated

letter tothe Foreign Mission Boardi.. which waa published in
the monthly magazine ot the Board, The Commiasion, I, 11
(December, 1947). p. l., included t1iI8 price chart. The
prices quoted are in Chinese National Currency (C.N.c.), tor
which the otticial rate or exchange for United States currency
(U. s.) was 20:1. The Black Ji!arket rate at the same period
was 40 or 50:1 according to l-tiseionary McCollough.
1 hamburger - $14,000
l cup coffee - 5,000
Bacon and E~gs-20,000
Warnes and
Syrup
- 18,000
Planked Steak
fo~

or

2

- 17,000

Combination Salad
Chickon Salad
l Piece Pie
Eggs (in ahell)
Meat (per lb.)
Cheap-grade fish
(por lb.)

- $18,000
- 28,000
- 10,000
1,000 ea.
- 10,000
7,000

courfte, these items would not be round on the typical menu

7

In August, 1948, tho government attempted to stem the
rising tide ct discontent and peueir:dam by
monetary system.

insti~uting

a new

Additional economic reforms were aimed at

stamping out the Black Market and ea.sing the lot of the people.
The new currency had an otficial rato

or

Chineee dollars to one American dollar.

exchange

or

lour

14 Private c1tiaens

were called upon to exchange toreign currency, precious metals,
and jewels tor tho now currency. Theoo valuables were to be
ueod to back tho new currency. 1 S
The relief provided by these reforms waa ehortlived.
By

October, a month prier to tho diBlletrouo battle

or

Uanking,

the inflationary spiral had again reached alarming proportions,
and the attempts to eraee the Black }!arket had been utterly
futile.

the government attempted to fix prices, but merc.hanta

refused to eell at these prices.

When the goYenuaent torced

them to do so, a rush on atorea reeulted in which etocke were
depleted.

The prices paid for theae geode proYed 1nsutf1cient

ot the majority ot the Chinose, but it doee ahov the dittlculties ot Veaternere at the time. Hereafter let~era trom miaeionaries to the Foreign Hieaion Board which were reproduced
in The Co:n.~iesion will be cited aa Letter trom ______
to the P.R.B.
---

14cauthen, ft~inutea" (Septe~ber 9, 194S).

lS

For this intonnatlon, I am indebted to a Chinese
Nationalist citizen who now re81dea in the United States.
Due to the danger to hi~aelt and his family that would be
incurred by my revealing hia identity or location, he will
have to remain namelesa.

8

to replenish the stores, and many merchants were thereby
ruined.

Farmers also refused to market their crops and pro-

duce at the fixed prices.

Ae shortages became acute, people

could be seen queuing.up before stores long before buaineea
hours.

16
The criaia intonaified.

The citizens who had, in good

!aith, invested the last of their private valuables in the
new currency now £ound themselves holding worthless paper.
There was no trace of the fortune that they had aurrendered.

Many saw little value in placing their faith in such an
apparently incompetent and corrupt regime.
this waa the turning point in the civil

or

~ar.

For some Chinese,
17

The Nationalist armies made their last major stand north
18
Hanking in. late 1948.
Their defeat waa attributed pri-

marily not to inadequate arms, but to the demoralization of
the troops and the people.

In many eyos, the government

the Kuomintang had lost "the aandate

or

or

Heaven," that divinely-

ordained ability to deal out justice and to provide a lite
stable enough. by Chinese standarde, to offer aome hope or
lite and peace.

When a dynasty has lost this "mandue or

Heaven,• its demise has neither been long in coming, nor

16cauthen, "1-!inutes" (~ovember ll, 1948).
1?

l am indebted here again tor this view of the thinking or the people to my Chinese friend, who was an eyewitness
~o these events.
18
Cauthen, ttMinutea" {November 11, 1948).

9

greatly mourned.

It waa only natural that many Nationalist

troops bad lost their will to fight.

19

Early in 1949. some government leaders requested that
Chiang Y.ai Shek resign his office in the interests of a
peaceful settlement.

He accordingly left Nanking on January

21, and the Vice-President assumed the leadership ot the
government.

It was determined that the seat

or government

should be moved to South China !or greater security, and
that reformo should be announced to hearten the people.
Cvorturea to the Communists concerning peace negotiations
met demands that forty ofticials be tried as war-criminals.
which waa naturally an unacceptable arrangement to the

Nationalists.

Nevertheless there waa a lull in the fighting,

the Communists following a "soft-touchn policy while the
goverrunent disintegrated...
Can~on

The cabinet and Premier went to

W'hile the legislature and Vice-President remained in

Hanking.

As the Communist armies poised on the northern bank

ot the Yangtze River, they ottered the Nationalists a last
opportunity to meet their demands for peace.

20

The situation had become hopeless; intlation had now
21
risen to #2,950 (C~ .N. c.):$1 (U.S.)
The Communist demands,

however. were tantamount to capitulation, so the April 20
19

tatourette, The American Record
195lt pp. 119-122.
-

20

.!!!. ~ Far~. l94S-

Cauthen, "Minutes" (April 19, 1949).
21
Cauthen, ffMinuteett (March 10, 1949).

10

deadline arrived without an agreement.

As the Red armies

crossed the Yangtze, the Nationalists simply fled their
positions before them.

22

Nationel1ate were rapidiy pushed

ott the mainland to their Formosan rortresa.
The Communi'.sts often merely waited for the National-

ists to evacuate their positions and marched 1n behind them.
Order was restored within a few days atter the changeover, and
no apparent censorship was imposed at the time.

Even reli-

gious activities met no obstacle&, although m1se1onaries did
not expect this to remain the case.

They interpreted the

Com.11Un1at policies to be temporarily gentle, so that time
could be gained in which to win the confidence

or

the populace.

The harsh realities or a Communist regime, they suspected,
23
were yet to be revealed.
22

Cauthen, "Minutes" (May 12, 1949).

1949).

23cauthen, "Minutes~ (November 10, 1949, and December S,

THE THEORY OF SOUTHERN BAPTIST
MISSIONS IN CHINA, 1945-19.51

tbe l?ux:pase at Miesi2ns. and tht
lt Was Realized

Hethode By.. W}1ich

l'fben the Southern Baptist Convention waa formed in

lS4S,

tw~

mission boards had been immediately established,

one to supervise foreign and the other. domestic m1saiona.
On September l

or

that same year. the first missionary,

Samuel c. Clopton, was appointed by the Foreign Mission
Board to

eer~e

in China.

Within two years he had been

joined by five more appointees or the Board,
hence the tirst tield

or

ern Baptist Convention.

China was

missionary endeavor ot the South-

l

The motivation behind sending these missionaries was
obedience to a divine command. and concern for the wellbeing of other people.

The "Great Commission 8 of Christ had

been to go "into all the world and preach the gospel to
1z. c. Routh, °Foreign Ydssion Board Historical
Sketch," Annual Report, 1946, p. S.

12
every creature," and this was felt to be "an inescapable
obligation" of all Christians.

2

Moreover, it was the con-

viction of those who went as missionaries that their Christian faith was the only adequate answer to the problems
war and misery that haunt mankind.

or

Only through a knowledge

ot and trust in Christ. they believed, can men be saved from
their internal conflicts which erupt periodically into external conflicts between peoples.

It was, therefore, in a

desire to otter men an opportunity to know "the peace

or

God in [thei~ hearts" that these men and women gave themselves
to the foreign mission endeavor. 3
In order to carry out their mission to win men to
Christ, Southern Baptist missions took three routee--education,
medicine, and direct evangelism.

Through the establishment

and maintenance or educational institutions, they sought, not
only to prepare literate and able leaders tor Chinese Christians, but, also, an atmosphere in which non-Christian students
might hear the Christian message presented in an intelligent
way.

It was hoped that they, too, would accept the Christian

religion.

One prominent Chinese Baptist educator summed up

the p11rpose or educational missions thusz

"Christian education

is a means to an end, which is soul-winning.
4
to know him and follow him intelligently."

Jesus wants us

2E. c.. Routh, Evening and Morni~ in China ( Nashville,
Tennessee: Broadman Press, !9;0), p.8:3
Ibid.
!+Howson Lee, "What War Has Done to Us Baptists in
China," !h.! Commission, IX, 3 (March, 1946), p. 12.

13
Another matter ot aerioua concem to ad.eaionariea vaa
the care of the eick.

When the tirat aiasionariea arrl••d

in China, they round the healing art. to be a taaily aonopoly 1
surrounded by •uperat.1t1on.
types.c

Practitioner• were ot tvo

those vho epeciali.aed in 1urgery vere called •external

doctors,• and cared tor fractures, aprain1, and 1ntectlona;
those known aa

~internal

doctors" apeciallsed in probleaa

that were treated with herb preecriptiona.

The superatltioue

awe in which the art was held va1 not groundle11, for the
products or these prescriptions ott.-t did have medicinal T&lue.

The contents ot the dosages bein& neceaaarily
accuracy depended upon the handing down

experience, thus accounting tor
The contents

or

t~e

or

~hit

or aiea,•

generation•

or

ta•ily-aonopoly tradition.

each prescription were a closely iuarded

secret, thus making =ed1c1ne a t1&ht monopoly.

s

Medical work was alrso directly related to the cmdea•or

to win people to allegiance to Chriot.

or

Attached to the start

each Baptist hospital or el inlc were ateetonarlee and

Chinese nationals who Tieited patients and held daily aerYicea
6
or worehip. Most 11iesionariea, how-e•er, dnoted their ti••
to direct evangeliem through churches, revi••l aerYicea,

5Hni....,At1 Chen M.D., •Chlneae Dread Cancer Too,• in
The Co~~iseion, ll, io (Koveeber, 1948), pp. 12-1).

6Jeese c.

Fletcher, Bill ~allace
Broadaan Presa, 1963), pp.-nl.1, 116.

---

~China

(laahTille:

14
specialized organizations, literature, and personal contact.
It was the missionaries' intention that the churches
established by their converts would become strong enough that
their own presence would become unnecessary.

It was, there-

fore, emphasized that the local church was independent

or

missionary or denominational control, and that it should
become self-supporting as soon as possible.

Although local

churches often supervised relief and even schools, their
primary purpose was always the propagation of their faith.

1

The Change In the Policy of the BoArd

In the early years

or

the mission work,

or

course, all

leadership was necessarily furnished by the missionaries.
They·

pastored the churches, instnicted the converts, trained

the Chinese leaders, staffed the hospitals and clinics, and
performed all the tasks necessary to the mission work.

But

by the time of the Second World War, a sizeable cadre or
Chinese leaders had emerged, and the evacuation ot the

missionaries from Japanese-occupied areas threw the Chinese
Christians back upon their own resources.
capacity or the
lization

or

Chinese~

Recognising the

to assume direction of the evange-

their own land, and in light

or

the surging post-

war Asian nationalism, the Foreign Mission Board announced a
modification of ite relationship with foreign Baptist groups.
?Letter from M. W. Rankin to the F. M. B., n.d., in
5 (May, 1947), p. l •

The Commission, X,
..........

lS
Thereafter, the mieaionary endeavor would not be an American
program in which Chinese aesociatee participated, but exactly
the reverse.

The reeponeibility tor the evangel1aation ot

China would lie primarily with the Chinese.

Miasionariea, ae

representatives of Southern Baptiste, would cooperate with
the Chinese Baptist agencies according to the requests or the
Chinese themselves.

8

The announcement ot the new approach to miaeione came

in 1946, sixty years after the formation ot the tirat Chinese
Baptist association, the Leung Kwong Baptist Aaaociation.

Dr. R. E. Beddoe, of Wuchow Station, aaw thie aa a symbol ot
a new beginning, for according to Chinese legend the number
sixty comprises the completion or a cycle and the beginning

ot a new one. 9 Rather than reeling that their own importance
was diminished, the miaeionariea reported that they now telt
liberated rrom the administrative duties which, by rights, were
the province of the Chinese.

Their hands were treed tor the

work for which they had come to Cbina--preaching, teaching,
10
and healing.
In later years, an older missionary expressed the view
that the move had been long overdue.

Too otten, he felt, the

Cauthen, "Minutes" (April 6, 1948), p. 9; M. Theron
Rankin, "The Foreign Mission Board le Advancing," Annual
Report, 1948, p. 9.
9Letter from Dr. R. E. Beddoe to the F.M.B., February,
1946, in !h! Commission. IX, 6 (June, 1946), p. 22.
10cauthen, "Minutes" (April 6, 1946), p. 9.

16
missionaries had made the mistake or "holding the reins too
tight" when control should have been in Chinese hands.

This

had been due, he feared, to an assumption that the power to
control should reside in the source or financial support, an
assumption which he felt had no place in the work
sions.

or

mis-

11

Other denominations were implementing similar policies
during the same period.

Baptists found the transition much

easier than did those denominations having episcopal organization, because there was less change in reality than in theory.
The Chinese Baptists had been taught to operate their churches
and associations in the manner in which Southern Baptists
operated.

Under this form

or

polity, each church was a

"pure democracy" within, and was independent of denominational
control.

The business of the church was conducted in the

"church business meeting," in which the vote of each member
was equal regardless or the.length

or

time

d~ring

which he

had been a member, his position of responsibility, or any
other factor.

The pastor of a church, whether he be Chinese

or missionary, held his position at the

requ~st

of the church

concerned, and at its request he would relinquish it.

The

associational meetings and annual conventions of the Chinese
Baptists were attended by "messengers" of the churches, and
their decisions could carry no binding authority over the
11tetter from Robert Lord Bausum to J. T. Williams,
n.d., in Williams, "Letters."

17
congregation. 12
Denominations having episcopal organization, on the
other hand, often encountered difficulty finding persons
qualified for the office of bishop, and had to fill the position with foreigners.

Not only did this leave an appearance

of foreign direction, but it later gave an impression of
plausability to Communist charges that the foreign mission
enterprise was really a cloak for cultural aggression. 1 3
Chinese Assumption of the Initiative
Chinese Baptists had not waited for the Foreign Mission
Board's new policy before initiating programs of missions
among their own people.

Before World War II, the Chinese

Frontier Mission was organized for the purpose of evangelizing the western regions of China.

One of the earliest

appointees, Dr• Abraham Hsu, was sent to Kansu Province,
where he transformed a temple to the King of Death into a
church, a school, and a hospital.

14

Other centers of

f~ontier

mission work arose in places of refuge from the Japanese.
Baptist churches were established in Chungking, the Yellow

Dragon Mountains, North Tungshan Province, and Sian
12
Statement by Dr. ,Eugene L. Hill, ·formerly of the
Graves Theological Seminary in Canton, and now Secretary
for Missionary Education and·Promotion at the Foreign Mission
Board, in personal interview, December 11, 1965.

lJill!!·
l4Letter from G. W. Strother to the F. M. B., ~· d.,
in The Commissioni·X, 11 (December, 1947), PP• 23-24; Cauthen,
"Miiitites" (April b, 1948), P• 10.

18
Province.

15

Coupled with these efforts to assume missionary initiative was a movement
all over China.

to

coordinate the activities of Baptiste

In response to the expressions or desire for

a channel whereby their efforts could be united, plane were

laid as early as 1946 tor a Baptist Convention tor all or

China~6 As conditions worsened and a Communist regime became
more apparent, the need for unity was still more strongly
felt.

The plan was realized in 1948 when the All-China

Baptist Convention was convened in Shanghai.

Through this

and other agencies described below, Chinese Baptists joined
hands with their American counterparts in the mission enterprise. 17
l5Strother, ibid.; unsigned article, "West China,"
Annual Report, 1946, pp. 19-20.
16cauthen, "l·:inutes" (April 6, 1948, p. 10.

17Annual Report,~. P• 8.

CHAPTER III

THE ORGANIZATION OF SOUTHEHN BAPTIST
MISSIONS IN CHINA, 1945-1951
The earliest Southern

aiaaionariea to China
had taken residence in Canton and Shanghai. 1 Later arrivals
Bap~ist

moved on to other centers, until the work became so widespread that there was a need tor a aub-diviaion ot the
China starr into local organizations.

or

Canton became the care
coneti tuted in 1846.
~r

The early work in

the South China Mission, which waa

Shanghai served aa the original canter

the Central China Miaaion, which materialized in the

.following year.

to tho North led to the
Mission in 1860.

or additional m1asionariea
establishment or the Horth China

The movement

West or Shanghai was the Interior China

Mission, which was established in 1904.

Finally, the

Manchuria J.iission waa constituted in 1924, though work hnd

been established there under the auspices

or

the North China

E. c. Rou9~ "Foreign Mission Board Historical Sketch,a
Annual Roport, 1
, P• 8.

20

2

Mission in 1908.

South China Mission, the oldest, had missionaries in
two provinces--ICwangtung and Kwangai.

3

The Central China

Mission covered much less territory, being located only in
populous Kiangw Province.

4

Similarly, the other three

mieaiona consisted or only one province..

North China Mission

waa in Shantung Province; Interior China Mission was in Honan
Province; the Manchuria Mission territory waa self-defined,
but this mission became defunct after the Japanese invasion.

s

Pereonnel
At the end of 1945, there were 175 Southern Baptist
missionaries under appointment to China.

6

Feeling that the

world was at a point of crisis, and that the time

or

greatest

opportunity for Christiana to influence the emerging peoples

ot the world was at hand, the Foreign Mission Board called
tor an ettort to place large numbers
foreign scene...

or

missionaries on the

The number ot appointees to China rose to

2

Statement by Dr. Eugene L. Hill, Secretary tor Jtissionary Education and Promotion, Foreign Mission Board, in personal
interview, November 6, 1965; B. c. Routh, Evening and Morning
in China, PP•. 2)-26 •. Hereafter all references to Routn will
Di to this work •.

3Statement by Dr •. and Mre. J. H. Wiley, former missionaries at the University of Shanghai, in personal interview,
July 14, 1966 •.
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Ib1d._

Sibid., Annual Report,~. P• 79.

6-

Annual Report, ~. P•

73.

201 in 1946,

7

and to 2)) in 1947.

8

21
Thereatter, the nuaber

fell off sharply oa Cocmuniat araiea advanced and gradually
choked oft opportunities tor effective mie:d.onal'"J work.

1948, the nunber had tallon to 206;
in 1950, 144;

11

by the end

or

9

the next year, 174;

In

10

l9Sl, the etatt had been trana-

ferred to countriea were mission work waa poaeible or had

returned to America.

12

HoreoYer, the numbnr

or

thoee aaaigned

were nevor preaont in China at onco, due to turlough or
illnsaa. 13
Moat China missionariea were a1aigned to one ot the
missions.

t1••

Some, however, were designated "general• aioaion-

For example, in 1945, there were titty-one appoint•••

ariee.

7.Nan F. Weeks,

ed., Annual Report,,

12.!il, p. 14.

8
M. Theron Rankin, ~The Foreign Kiaaion Board ie
Advancing," Annual Report, ~. p. 9.
9

Annual Repo['t, lli2_, PP• 73, 78-79.

10

Annupl Report, 195.Q, P• 79.

mate, aa no reports

had~n

waa published.
ll
Annual Report,

Thia tigure vaa an eatl•
received by the time ~he report

12.a. p.

81.

12
Annual ag;ort, 12.li, P• 102. M1aaionariea continued
to work iii Hong
~ an'Crliicao. J.;any China et,,aff membera were
reappointed to the Philippine a, Formoea, Korea, Japan, IndoChina, and to other non-Asian countriea.

Orienti; Annual Report, ~. pp. 48-49.

B. J. C•uthen • "Th•

In 1946, when 201 were aaaigned to China 119 were in
the Orient or were in rout.• t,o the CJr1ent. Uan
Weelca, ed.,
Annual Report, l.fil, p. 14. In 1949, when the total appointee•
were 174, only ~ere present on the field. Cauthen, "Th•
Orient," Annual Report, 12.2.Q, p. 57. See alao Annual Report,,

F.

!fil,

p.

71.

22
to Central China Mission, twenty-two to Interior China
Misaion, thirty-seven to South '"tbina Miaaion, and one to
Manchuria.

Another twenty-three were designated "general

China" miaaionariea.

14

Station a
The cities in which these lliaaionariea resided vere

designated "at.ationa."

The achoola, hoapltala, and churchee

were built in these centers.

In some ot the surrounding

villagee vere •preaching atationa," at which veekl7 ae"icea
were held by miaaionariea and Chinese Christiana, but at
which there were no reaident aiaaionariea.

15

Between 1945 and 1951, South China Miaaion had atatione
at Kweilin, Wuchow, Kongmoon, Canton, Macao, Waichow, Sun Wui
City, Kweiyang, Shiuchow, and Shiu Hing.

16

Central China

Miaaion stations were located at Shanghai, th• Un1Terait7 ot

Shanghai (located outaide the city and constituted ae a
separate station), Yangchow, Soochow, Wuaih, Kunahan, Hanking,
and Chinkiang.

14

17

In Honan Prorlnce the work ot the Interior

Annual Report,

!21t2,

P• 73 •

lSHarold Chan, "Kong Moon Field," Annual Report, ~.
p. 22.

16

Annual Report,

!2il•

17Annual

waa in

P• S7.

Re~rt, l-2/t6, p. 78. The addition ot llanking
19~7. acco~ing t'Ol>r. Eugene L. Hill in personal

inte"iev, November 16, l96S.

23

China Mission was at Pochow, Wei Shih, Chengchow, Kaifeng,
and Kweiteh.

18

In the North China Mission there were eight

stations--Tsingtao, Tainan, Tsining, Pingtu, Laichow, Laiyang,

.

19

Hwangheien, and Chefoo.

18

19

Annual Report,

!21t2.

p.

?8.

Annual Report, ill2,, p. 79.

CHAPT!R IV

THE .:t!LATIOHSHIP OF TH! MISSICMARIES
TO nfE CUIB!JE SCENE, 1945-1951
The misa1onary who returned to hia war-town station in
1945 neYer 4reamed that he would be forced to abandon it again
in a fev short years.

RelieYed

or

the embarrassment or the

foreign "conceaaiona" and heartened by a nev miaalon policy
which enhanced the role ot Chinese Christiana in the ettort
to conYert their countrymen to Christianity, the aiaa1onar1ea

aav the years ahead

or

them aa an era

or

unlWted opportunity

tor the Chinese people and tor the Christian witneaa among
them.
They were not unaware, howeTer, that Comauni• posed a

threat to the luoainung goYernment and that thia presented
a poaalble ditticulty for aisaionarr work.
neYer worked in a yacuu.m.

The aiealonary

He had attitude• toward the eTenta

that he himaelt encountered.
Morecner, be encountered Yarioua attitudes toward himaelr.

A.Do~

the Chineae, the

retumi~

alaaionariea round a

25
surprisingly enthusiastic reception as did other Americans.

1

North and South, their appearances on the street were generally
met with smiles and waves.

Their services were well-attended,

and their Bible classes were filled.

2

There were, of course, some Chinese who were not so warm
toward the missionaries.

They were sometimes not considered

any different from any other foreigner, and met calls of "big

nose" from children on the street.

Often, too, children

shouted words taught them by American servicemen·,, , but in
.
3
general, the reception they encounte~ed was quite good.
Relations at this time between missionaries and governmental officials were usually good.

During the war. some ot

the China staff had trained Chinese to act as interpreters

for the anny.

Others had served as liaison officers. and used

every opportunity to present the Christian faith to those
4
with whom they worked.
Two missionaries who served the
Chinese in this way, B. L. Nichols and John A. Abernathy,
both of North China Mission, even advised government officials
1tetter from Frank H. Connely, H. H. MacMillan, and
D. F. Stamps to F. M. B., n. d., in Annual Report, !2!t§,
pp. 20-21.
2Ibid.; Jessie Green; "China-South," Annual Report,

1949, P• 58.

)Letter from Wilma Weeks to the F. M. B.

May 15,

1946, in !h! Commission, IX, 8 (September, 1946), p. 24.

4

p.

15.

.

.

.

B. J. Cauthen, "The Orient," Annual Report,

~'
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in Shantung Province in the days immediately following V-J'

Day •.5
The attitude

or

most Southern Baptist missionaries

toward the Nationalist government was understandably favorChiang Kai Shek and his wife were Christians and' held
6
services in their home every Sunday.
No previous Chinese

able.

ruler bad been Christian, and the effect this had on missionaries, particularly the older ones, was marked.

One missionary

lady, Miss Blanche Bradley, referred to him as "Our wonderful
Chinese .leader ••• ,"and blamed all his troubles on the

Japanese invasion.

Before that, she pointed out, he had

been pressing reforms forward, even by force, such as the

'

eradication of foot-binding and the wearing

or

queues.

7

Most missionaries felt that the government of Chiang Kai Shek
could restore order to the post-war chaos or China if the
United States supplied him with substantial aid.

8

His loss of

the mainland was later blamed by some of them on the failure

5

tetter from B. L. Nichols to the F. M. B•• n. d., in
Annual Repart, ~. p. 20; Letter from John A. Abernathy to
the F. M. B., n. d •• in llu! Commission, X, 10 (November, 1947).
p.,23.
6Letter
' from John A. Abernathy to the F. M. B., n. d.,
in The Commission, VIII, 8 (September, 1945), p. 18.
7Letter. from Blanche Bradley to J. T. Williams, n. d.,
in Williams, "Letters."

-

g
B. J. Cauthen, "Can Communism Take China?tt in The
Commission, XI, 6 (June, l948)t PP• 7 and 24.
---
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of America to support him.

9

Regardless ot preferences in the matter, the taek of the
missionary was conceived to be non-political, so the missionaries were willing to work under any regime that would permit
them to do so.
sympathizin~

However, missionaries were unable to avoid

w1 th one or the sides.

Even when annoyances

were directly caused by agents or the Nationalists, the
Communists.were blamed indirectly.
occurred in Kaifen8.
noise

or

the drilling

ted her classes.

Mrs. H.

or

~1.

An instance of this

Harris reported that the

soldiers in the school-yard interrup-

The dormitories were unavailable to her

students because they were occupied by the same soldiers.
Even the trees on the compound and the doors or the buildings
disappeared ae the troops converted them into fuel.

Never-

theless, none or this would have been necessary except for the

Communist threat, and hence the Communists were responsible

tor the inconveniences.

10

It is to be expected that there was no warmth among the

missionaries toward the prospect

or

a Communist conquest of

China, since the presence of Communist troops in the North
prevented the return or Southam Baptist missionaries to
five of their former stations:

Pingtu, Laichowt Laiyang,

Letter from Robert Lord Bauaum to J. T. ~illiams,
ttLettere."
10
Letter from Mrs. H. M. Harris to J. T. Williams,
June ), 1963, in Williams, "Letters."

Hwanghsien, and Chefoo.

11

A Chinase pastor who fled from a

Communist area told a missionary:

"Living under the Commu12
nists is ten times worse than living under the Japanese."

Missionaries observed that people continually fled Communist
areas from the early days of civil war to its completion. 13
This, coupled with rumors of Communist atrocities committed
against Christians during the war with Japan, led them to
see Communism as the very antithesis of all that they stood
for.

They believed in the ultimate worth of the individual,

who is the object of God's love; the Communists valued only
collectivity, and hated any thought that contradicted their
own.

The talk of democracy and freedom

or

religion under a

Communist regime seemed to be only propaganda.

14

11

J. T. Williams, "I Was Therel A Story of the Experiences of Southern Baptist Missionaries during the Period
of War and Communist Conquest." Unpublished manuscript,
dated 1964, in library of F. M. B., Richmond, Virginia,
p. 71. Hereafter cited as: Williams, "I Was There!"
Infonnation about the five unoccupied stations confirmed by
M. Theron Rankin in Annual Report~ ~' p. 1, and by the
reports from the North China Mission, p. 103 ff. of the
same annual report.
12
Williams, "l Was There!"

13

B. J. Cauthen, "Can Commuiiism Take China?"
Commission, XI, 6 (June, 1948), pp. 7 and 24.

14

The

Frank H. Connely, "Tsining Station," Annual Report,

1948, PP• 26-27.
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In the early months of the civil war, however, there
was actually very little trouble between missionaries and
Communists in cases in which they met.

The Reds usually

questioned them, and minor inconveniences occurred, but there
was never outright violence toward a missionary.

1947, however, a change occurred.

Late in

It appeared that American

aid to Chiang Kai Shek would be increased, and American

missionaries became objects of Communist wrath.

In Central

China. three Lutheran missionaries were shot while traveling
in the countryside, a

M~mmonite

lady was killed when a hand

grenade was thrown through her window, and a lady of the China
Inland Mission (a conservative non-denominational group) was
placed on trial before a "People's Court."

Along with three

of her Chinese co-workers she was condemned to death on four
charges:

(1) wasting the people's time by causing them to

worship; (2) deceiving the people by teaching Christianity;
(3) taking money from the poor by teaching them to give to the

church; (4) spying.

15

Hostility was also directed against Chinese who worked
with the missionaries, who were called "slaves" of foreigners,
possibly because their wages were better than the average wage.
The attitude of the Communists, as worked out in their acts,
1 5cauthen, "Minutes" (April 6, 1948), p. 11.

16tetter·from J. R. Townshend to the F. M. B., n. d.,
The Commission, XI, 5 (May, 1948), P• 25.

16

30

emerged in the rollowing months.
China, they said.

Chiang was the enemy

or

The United States waa the friend or Chiang.

Christianity was the "real strength"

or

the United States,

so for a Chinese to be a Christian was to be a traitor to
17
his country •

As the civil war progressed even churches were seized,
declared public property, and used tor Communist propaganda
18
meetings.
Yet flight was infinitely more distasteful to
the missionaries than it had been when the Japanese attacked
Chint.

At that time there had been no doubt in their minda

that,with American aid, Chiang could push the Japanese back
and permit missionary work to resume.

With the gradual trans-

formation ot China into a Cor.m1uniet land, however 1 the prospects

or

return darkened.

The Chinese Christians would have

to carry on alone wherever the Communists ruled, in the face

or an unrelenting persecution.

19

Some missionaries called tor a policy or non-withdrawal
in the race or Communist advancea. 20 During 1948 and 1949,
17

Cauthen, "Can Communism Take China?" The Commission,
In view ot~e Communist
view or religion as an opiate, one wonders if the Communists
really viewed Christianity as the "real strength" ot the United
States, or only as a characteristic or American lite which must
be eliminated if American innuence were to be excluded from
the Chinese scene. It is possible that the view ot Christianity
as the "real strength" or America waa the interpretation or
the missionaries, not or the Coomunists.
16
Frank H. Connely, "Tsining Station," Annual Report,
~. pp. 26-27.

XI, 6 (June, 1948), pp. 7 and 24.

19williams, "I Was There!" PP• 151-152.
20

Connely, Annual Report, !2!&,, pp. 26-27.
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the American consulate issued repeated waniings of possible
danger

to

foreigners if they should fall into Communist hands,

Secretary Cauthen advised his fellow-missionaries to follow
their own consciences.

The Foreign Missi.on Board would support

them in whatever plans they made.
the parents

or

21

Those who left were usually

small children, those nearing furlough time or

retirement age, and those suffering from illnesses that required prolonged recuperation.

Others requested transfers to

other parts of China or to other mission fields in the Orient.

22

A few remained at their posts, determined to show that their
faith was non-partisan and that it transcended the fear or men.
One of these was Dr. A.

w.

Yokum, who remained at Chengchow

and operated a clinic until 1951.

During that time he was

arrested and tried for negligent practice, receiving a light
sentence, and was subjected to various pressures that were
intended to persuade him to leave peacefully.

After his

departure, six leading Chinese pastors were tried and executed.

2)

It is curious to find that the direct persecution of
missionaries in an area in which hostilities were being carried
on was replaced by more indirect means of opposition when the
area had come securely under Communist control.

A few arrests

21
cauthen, "The Orient," Annual Reaort, ~, pp. 48-49;
Cauthen, "Minutes" (December 9, 1948, an June~l949).
22cauthen, "The Orient," Annual Report, ~. pp. 48-49;
Cauthen, "Minutes" (August, 1948).
23
.
Williams, "I Was Theret" PP• 130-131.

j2

were made during 1949 and 1950, as in Dr. Yokum' s case, but
on the whole the missionaries were not molested.

Communica-

tions were permitted between missionary stations and the main
offices in Shanghai, and there was enough food available for
24
missionaries.
They were, however, carefully watched.
Marie Conner, a teacher in Shanghai, found that people were
stationed by the Communists beneath her classroom windows to
hear what she said.

'\'ihenever a student came to her house, an
25
officer came and either stood outside or entered the house.

The pattern emerged that pressure would be placed upon Chinese
Christians to persuade the missionaries to leave.
dangerous for a Chinese to associate with a

It became

mis~ionary.

26

Taxation also became a major weapon against foreign
interests.

Long directed against private enterprise, Southern

Baptist missions came under this form of opposition for the
first time in April, 1950, when $2,5CX> (U.

s.)

was demanded
27
as six-months' taxes on one compound at Wusih.
Surprisingly,

however, the Chinese in the streets often showed greater courtesy than ever before to the missionaries.

This, it was

hoped, was an indication that the average Chinese had not
yet accepted the anti-American propaganda that was constantly
directed toward them.
24

28

cauthen, "Minutes"

(~~rch 14, 1950).

25

Letter from ?·:S.rie Conner to J. T. llilliams, n. d.,
in Williams, "Letters."

26

Williams, "l

~as

There!" p. 140.

27Cauthen, "Minutes" (April lJ, 1950).
28

Cauthen, "Minutes" (June 8, 1950).
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A policy of cooperation with the government was carefully observed by Christians during the early months of 1950.
Nevertheless,hope that mission work could continue under the
Communists was fading. as the government refused to permit
missioraries to return from furlough or to renew their passports.

29

While the work of the churches and other Christian

institutions proceeded without prohibitive restrictions,
church attendance dropped.

Some of their .members had fled

the mainland, and others had been frightened away.

The cool-

ness of the government toward all religion seemed to have
30
"blown away the 'chaff' from the wheat of the church."
Difficulty and uncertainty seemed to bring a deeper
fellowship and loyalty among the hard-core Christians.

31

Chinese Christians were anxious to press every opportunity
for evangelism before Communist propaganda closed the ears
of their countrymen to the Christian message forever, and
the arrival of Spring, 1950, brought a revival among students
32
in Shanghai and the Interior.
However, the pressure upon
school children to confonn to the ideals of the new order
presented problems for Christian parents.
2

Posters announced:

B. J. Cauthen, "l·lission Status In China," The

Commission, XIII, 8 (September, 1950), p. 14.

JO

~

Howson Lee, "China Christians: Troubled and Hopeful,"
The Commission,XIII, 4 (April, 1950), P• 4.

-

Jl

Cauthen, The Commission, XIII, 8, p. 14.

32cauthen. "'Minutes" (May, 1950).
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•Tou have nothing to te•r a• to a second coatnc ot Christ.
Be

a iood clt.laen, a good \:O""...auniat., and I, Mao, ua t.he onlJ

one you need anawcr to tor your cotrluct.

))

ot you."

l will t.ake care

Victory parades, styled ae 'folunt.ary, "ore achoduled

to coincide with church act1v1t1en 1 and t.hoee who t'ailod to
chooae to attend tt"• parade1 round

their echoolm.ates.

)4

thm!lelvea oet.raciaed by

Religloa could ao loncer be t.!lught. in

schools, even those operated by churches and a1ea1oa boards.
Thie problecs wa1 t4allJ aol'fed, however.

•ben ti . . tor Blble

study ca1r4, the cl••••• ai•PlJ acwed to adjoining

church bulldlnga.

)~

cha~ele

and

Theological school• round it. n.eceaaary to

add vocational tra1n1nc t.o t.belr curricula, in order t.hat. thelr
graduates could wp;ort. t.heaaelY•• tibc church tunda vere tn-

autticier.t.

there wa alao a goYerm.nt. requlreaent c.h.at

rellr.ioua worker• be aolt-aupport.1n&.J6

The

~ya

or indirect.

o~oe1tlort

t.o aiaaioa work and

Christianity in icneral ceae t.o a clo1e "1t.h t.he outbreak ot

the Korean War in June, 19So.

Jil:oat ot the nr..a.lnlag alea1oa-

ar1ea applied tor exit paraita, conYinced that their wt>rk ln
Ch1114 could no lc~er be coci.inued.

)7

A.::eric&n deeonatratlcna b'y atudent.e,

Then Wr9 •Or9 ant.1•

:anr or

whee ven

Clitton G. iiarria, M. D.i •Chin.a ?eat.1 Athe1st1c
Mater! al 111.2 1 • The Co=r.lealcia, llY • l (Jama.arr, 19Sl), p. 14.
34

-

Ibid.

)SCauthm, rht
~.

C~iafion,

IlII, 8, P• U.

l 6une1gned article, •Chinese K1111ont, • Annual R.eport. •
p. 58.
J7caut.hm, "11le Orient,• ,\Mual Report, wi., pp. 54-56.
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requisitioned from schools.

Meetings were held at which

Chinese church leaders were required to denounce missionaries
and sign articles to that effect.

The entire missionary

movement was labeled "cultural aggression," and all mission-

.

ar:i.es were accused of being spies of the American government.

3g

Nevertheless, the churches in the cities remained open.
and the schools continued to operate.

39

continued conversions to Christianity.

There were reports of
Two-hundred and fifty

students attended seminaries and Bible schools associated
with the Southern Baptist Convention, and the Chinese Baptists
seemed confident that they could carry on without foreign aid,
40
which the government considered subversival.
Great hope arose
that the survival, without aid, of twenty-seven Manchurian
churches throughout the war with Japan and the Communist occu41
Only in the countrypation was a precedent for all of China.
42
side did Christian work seem to be losing ground.

By the end of 1950, only sixteen Southern Baptist
missionaries remained in Red China, and twelve of these were
awaiting exit permits. 43 Those who remained posed a problem

3

Ibid.

39

Ibid., p. 55; Cauthen, "Minutes" (January 11, 1951).
,
Cauthen, rrranutes" (February, 1951, and March 8, 1951).
All foreign aid had to be reported, along with detailed
accounts of its use.
41
Cauthen, "l·:inute's"· (January 11, 1951).
40

42cauthen; "The Orient," Annual Report, 1951, PP• 55-56.

43Ibid.
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for the government propaganda campaign, because those Chinese
wh.o knew and trusted them· discredited the government's antiAmerican stand.

On December 19. Dr. William L. Wallace, a

highly respected doctor at Stout Memorial Hospital, Wuchow,
was arrested on charges of spying.

After being subjected

to two months of degradation and interrogation, directed
toward breaking his spirit and exhibiting a respected missionary as a "conressedn spy, Dr. Wallace died in his cell or un44
known causes.
Chinese admirers later placed a stone shaft
at his grave which spoke simply of their opinion
Communist charges against Dr. Wallace.
"For me to live is Chriet.n 4 5

or the year saw
46
or most boards.

The rest
missionaries

or

the

The marker said:

a steady withdrawal of the
The last Southern Baptist to

depart was Pearl Johnson, who left Tsingtao in November.

47

By that time a purge of those persons favorable to the United
States was in progress, and many Chinese Christians had denounced missionaries, dead or alive, in order to save their
own lives.

P.owever, very few Chinese Baptist leaders had

done so, according to reports received by the Secretary of
the Orient.4 8 One by one Christian schools were seized and
4
. Cauthen• "Minutes" (March 8, 1951). The story of
Dr. Wallace's work in China from the latter l930 1 e until his
death is related in Jesse c. Fletcher, Bill Wallace of China
(Nashville: Broadman Press, 1963).
45
46
Fletcher, P• 151.
Cauthen, "Minutes,n (March 8, 1951).

47
!2!9,., (December, 1951).

48

!!!!,g., (July 12, 1951).

37
and converted into agricultural schools.

or

49

With 75 per cent

the Baptist churches cloead, Christianity in China was

becoming an underground movement.
flocks at home;
52

51

so

Pastors visited their

worship was carried on in small groups in

homes.

To the end anti-Americanism never characterized relationships between the misaionarl.es and thoir Chinese Baptist
brethren.

A notable illuatration

or

this occurred in early

1949, whon Secretary Cauthen asked Chinoee Baptist leaders
in South China it misaionaries should withdraw from China.
Their reply was that they should

ror

Chriotians, who would be accused

or

the company of mioniorurles.
aries had been urged to stay

the sake

or

the Chinese

collaboration it seen in

!loowhore in China the mieeionl '

long na

pose~!Jl,1,

and the

contraot led Dr. Cauthen to inquire further who";her this
were the real reason for the advice

~o lcav~.

If it were,

the misnionnries would naturally do eo, but it the true reason

was tear tor the safety

or

the miesionaries, there waa no

question of their desire to race the ruture with their
Chinese friends.

Thereupon, the Chinese admitted that their

main concern had been tor the miasionarl.ea' well-being, and
that they, too, wished

to

race the Communist threat with

49
Cauthen, ";•;inutes" H·Iarch g, 1953); Cauthen, rithe
Orient," Annual Report, 122!, p. 6).

soCauthen,
51

"Minutes" (May 10, 1951).

John A. Abeniathy, "Christianity Goes Underground in
!h! Commission, XII, 4 (April, 1949), pp. 6-7.

Horth China,"

52llli·

)8

the missionaries. 53 Thus, while demonstrations against America
increased in intensity with the collapse of the Nationalists,
Chinese Baptists stood by the miesionaries.

It was unfortunate for tho miseionarl.es that their cloee
relations with a Chinese government came so soon before that
government wae to be expelled.

In any case, they would have

been identified with the United States, and thereby have
been persona !l2!!, grata to the Con:munists.

However, their

purpose was to influence individuals, not governments.

In

this they experienced some success before they departed from

China, and there are some in China who even today remember
their presence with pleasure and gratitude.

54

53cauthen, "Minutes" (June 9, 1949).
54Statement by Dr. Eugene L. Hill in personnl interview,

February 21, 1967. Dra Hill's source or information is Chinese
friends who have fled Red China, but who still have contacts
within.

CHAPTER V
REHABILITATICN, 1945-1951

RELIEF.~AND

A necessary part of Southern Baptist missionary work
during the years 1945-1951 was the rehabilitation
physical facilities.

The Foreign

l~ission

or

its own

Board reported that

tl,OOO,OOO worth of property had been destroyed during the war. 1

or

no less concern to the missionaries was the desperate need

or the millions among whom they worked.

Much of their time

and energy was spent nupervising the distribution of relief.
The tasks

or

relief and rehabilitation were gigantic.

Kweilin, a major city in the South which had been savagely
attacked by the Japanese during the

la~t

year of the war, was

reported to contain only forty houses with roofs.

The popu-

lation had been drastically reduced by starvation, and those

inhabitants who had fled were returning to ruined homes and
slaughtered livestock.

The bodies of babies were wasted by

malnutrition, and there were no avail.able sources

lcharles E. Maddrey, "Ten Decades of Struggle and
Triumph," Annual rteport, !.2lii, p. 2.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

40
or relief.

2

From Canton came reports or at least fifty deaths
3
each night due to starvation.
Reports ot similar need were
received from all parts or China. 4
The effect of conditions upon Christian tamiliea and

their churches waa

or

special concern to the missionaries.

These tamiliea were as destitute as any others, which meant
that even very old and well-established churches, which bad
formerly been self-supporting, had incomes insufficient to
maintain their budgets •. Their staff workers were often totally
without means or support.

s

It waa obvious that the Foreign Mission Board would have
to subsidize all phases ot Baptist work in China tor a period
6
or, perhaps, several years.
A special ottering waa raised
in 1946 among the churches in America affiliated with the
Southern Baptiet Convention.
relief and rehabilitation

It was to be used tor the

or

Baptist misaion work around the
The total collected was $),)66,ooo. 7 or this, the

world.

China mission received $850,000 tor relier, and tl,200,000
tor rehabilitation.
2

8

Letter from Baker J. Cauthen to the F. M. B. August
14, 1945, in !h!. Commission, II, 10 (November, 1946}, p. 2S.
)Ibid.
4Report on Pingtu, Shantung Province, in a letter excerpt
from F. H. Connely, H. H. MacMillan, and D. F. Stamps to the
F. M. B., n. d. 1 in Annual Report,~. p. 21, on Laichow,
Chefoo and Hwanghsien, ibid.; on Macao in a letter from John
L. Galloway to M. Therontriii'kin/. Executive Secretary of the
F. M. B. at the time, n. d. 1 !!t_g., pp. 18-19.
Soalloway, !h!,g.
61b1d.
7M. Theron Rankin, "Have We Whipped the World's Hunger?"
The Commission, X, l (January, 1947), pp. 2-).

-

-

8~.

u
The 1nnat1onary condltloa ot th• Chin••• economy cae-

plicated th• taak or pbr•lcal rebulldln& ao aerloual7 that
onlJ the 110at urgent need• could be Mt.

Major reconatnu:tloa

projecta were delayed in the Yain hope that the llltlatloa

would aubaide.

87 March 15, 1948, lt • • repo~d that oalJ

t?Sl,016.72 had been uaed.

9

The deaperat.e n•9d• ot ailllona

ot deat.1tute Chln•••, bowner, would not await better tl•••·
ID th• ... rgencJ following t.h• JapaneH 11.\rrender, the
Foreign Miaaloa Board appropriated and •l*'t '10,000 (United

Stat.•• Currancr) la 1old in
tb• Veat li••r area

or

Heme

long, Cant.on, 9x Yap, and

South China tor 1-diate relier aloae.

8ucb exact tlgurea are not aYailable

ot the aingle ladle•

or

troe

•••rJ aru,

the Central China Miaalon in

but one

li•nc•

Prorlnc• reported that th• relief tunda a••llabl• to ber

durina 1946 wre aMtlnc t.be need• ot Cbin•H peatora, Blble
women, nangell1t1, orphana, teacbera, and poor atudeat.a. 11
Rellet waa also tumlahed in th• tora ot aala17 suppleaentatlon tor church at.arr worker•

WON

awallowd up by lntlation.a17 pricea.
understood aa

t•~l"J',

tlxed at.lpecda " ' "

Such aid wa cl•rl1

ao that the Chln•M church•• knew

9cauthen, "Minutes• (April 6, 194!), p. d.
1 '1..tter troll John L. Gallowa1 to JC. Th•roa lankin,
Annual Rero[t, !ill. pp. lS-19.

llx.ry Lucille Saundera, qu~ed by Ian r. Weeka, ed.,
•Central China JUaaioa,• ,\!!nu.al rt.po[\, 12.U. p. 1).

10

that they must prepare to support themselves.

12 The Foreign

Mission Board was aware or the danger that the Cbineee might
resent their dependence upon American help.

Besides keeping

all relier on a temporary basis, therefore, the Board also
provided that all fUnds were appropriated according to the
decisions ot an advisory committee composed
well as missionaries.

or

Chinese as

This committee considered each case

"on its own merit," and responded to those cases judged worthy

ot help with dispatch.

The fact that the mission offices

dispensed the funds meant that there were no rUiddle-men,
which aaved the additional expense encountered by other sources
of reliaf'! 3
Funds for relief and rehabilitation came from other
sources than Southern Baptist gifts, alone.

or
a

The University

Shanghai, which was the Baptist university in China, had
~200,000,000

(C. N. C.) endowment campaign, the interest

from which would be used for repairs.

14

Private citizens

also contributed in some cases as in the instance

or

the

young Christian student at the University of Shanghai, who
gave over $4,000,000 (C. N. C.) for underprivileged children
at the Yangsepoo Goodwill Center, which was operated by

l2lt1•

12 Baker J. Cauthen, "The Orient," Annual Report,
p. 11.

13Letter from Howson Lee, a Chinese Baptist educator,
to the F. M. B., ll&ay 2, 1946, in !!:!!. Commission, ll, 7

(July-August, 1946), p. 2).
14
tetter from Howson Lee to the F. M. B., June 1, 1946,
!h.2. Commission, IX, 10 (November, 1946), pp. 24-25.

43

the students and faculty of the University. 15 Others contributed in a smaller way through the offerings taken up at
worship services, as in the case of a 1941 Thanksgiving
service in the Central China Mission that brought in over
$1,000,000 (C. N. C.). 16 Missionary John A. Abernathy ot

Tainan, Shantung Province, reported that his buildings were
repaired, but that no funds remained with which to furnish
them•

Inviting a dozen prominent Chinese business men to

dinner at the Y. M.

c.

A., he laid his needs before them, and

asked tor l2S,000,000 (C. N.

c.).

It was immediately pledged,

and the following comment was made by one or the Chinese that
is revealing both of the confidence which eome
aries enjoyed, and or the lack

ment on the part

or

or

or

the mission-

confidence in their govern-

some Chinese:

Pastor Abernathy, we'll do anything you say. We have
faith in you, and know that what you do ia for the
best interest or our own young people. If the governor
had come to us twelve and asked tor this amount we
would not have given it, no not half ot it. 17
There is even a surprising report that the Nationalist government gave ia,500,000 (C. N.

c.) to Kweilin Baptist Hospital

tor repairs, with "no strings attached."18 This is surprising
in view or the historical position or Baptista on separation

or

church and state, which would lead to the refusal of govern-

ment assistance on the part

or

a Baptist institution.

An

15one-Among-Them, "Central China Mission," Annual Report,
P• 24.

16
!.Q!!!.

17

Annual Report,

l8Ibid., p. 12.

~.

p. 13.

44
older missionary, when asked about the attitude or China
missionaries toward governmental aid, said that the urgency

ot the needs encountered by the missionary often led him to
19

accept help wherever he could find it.

Sometimes relief came in forms other than money.

A

group of Shanghai students in a Bible class, tor instance,
spent one of their holidays making quilts for their fellow
. 20

students who had none.
at the University

or

On another occasion the poor students

Shanghai were given the opportunity to

select clothes from a pile

or

extra clothing given by more

Over half of the students at the insti.
21
tution were supported by scholarships or relief.
pro~perous

people.

The needy came to look to the churches as centers ot
22
relief distribution.
Individual missionaries were trusted
by those who knew them to always be alert to need.

In the

North, where Communist advances were constantly driving
refugees to the few remaining centers under Nationalist

control, the displaced often sought out the missionary who
had worked in their area and asked for help.

At Teingtoo

an experiment resulted in a new lease on life for many
families.

The basement of a church was divided into family

19

state~ent by Dr. J. Hundley Wiley, former missionary
to the Univereity of Shanghai, in personal interview, July

14, 1966.
20

One-Among-Them, Annual Report, 1948, p. 24.
21
Ibid.

-

22

pp. 2-3.

M. Theron Rankin, !h!. Commission, X, l (January, 1947),
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cubiclea by hanging curtains.

Small sums were distributed

with which food could be purchased.

More families begged

assistance, though, so a frame house was built in an eastern
suburb, financed by gifts from Pingtu, a city in the same
province.

Five familiea lived there.

Then, an empty dairy

barn waa found and divided into family rooms, a chapel, and
a school room for the small children.
miles away served the older children.

A refugee school two
2)

The families living in the barn were workers, but the
overcrowded conditions everywhere, and especially in Tsingtao
in 1946, coupled with a business standstill, made employment
practically impossible.

various attempts at making the

families self-supporting were made.

Loans were provided eo

that a man might buy a wheelbarrow in order to peddle vegetables, or a sack

or

flour and make bread to sell.

Then a

Christian business man,who owned an embroidery concern, sent
a teacher to show the women how to embroider.

The younger

women could soon support themselves by this means.

Mean-

while a Christian man who worked in the office of a large
cotton mill arranged for the sale

or

cloth to the refugee

center at wholesale prices, from which the older women made
24
clothes to sell.
A soup kitchen was also opened at Taingtao through the
cooperation of an international relief committee and local
3
Jennie Alderman, "China-North," Annual Report,
pp. 56-57.
24!!?.!£!..

~.

46
business men, one
tree

or

charge.

2S

or

whom supplied the coal for the etove

The aged, poor students, and the tamiliea

of sick working nen were high on the priority list.

The

same plan waa operative at Ta1n1ng and Tainan, the other
centers open to mias1onar1ea after the war with Japan.

26

The plight of t.he poor when they tell 111 wae indeed
eer,-1.ous in post-war China.

Reports

or

tree hoepital and

clinical attention are common in the reports ot the m1a27
a1onariea.
There 1• an arresting instance in which

ft

miaaionary•a

private hobby turned into a form ot reliet entirely independent
or the missionary "•atabliahment." Mr. and Mra.

w.

B. Johnson,

who were stationed at Kunahan, in the Central China Miaaion,
liked to keep a milk cow.

Their neighbors brought their sick

babiee, and themselves, to the Johnaona for help.

The •bobby"

soon grew to a small herd or five milk cowa, three heifer
calYea, and a bull.

There were regularly eighty "customers•

on the liat, though there waa no charge, to whom milk waa
rationed according to aeed.

There waa also a long waiting

28
list.

While Chinese haptiata were heavily dependent upon the
misaionaries' aupport during this period, in a few instances

they were able to make a eigniticant contribution.

Aa early

27Ihid.; all annual reports. 1945-195), paeai~.
28 Kate c. Johnson, •Our Hobby Is Cows, "The Comraisaion,
.Ill, ) (March, 1949), pp. 6-?.

47
SS

February, or 1946, the North River Association of Chinese

Baptists, in Kwangtung Province, met to consider the need for

t1,ooo,ooo (C. N. c.) for the support or their work. A pledge
29
or i1,250,ooo (C. N. c.) was quickly raised.
And in the
South, the Chinese of the Leung Kwang Baptist Convention
were able to pay forty per cent

or

their own budget in 194.8,
as opposed to twenty per cent the year before. 30 In view or
the state of the economy at the time,this may seem surprising,

but missionary Jessie Green reported that the people in the
area seemed better dressed and more adequately fed in that

year than before, and that the churches were raising the
salaries or their staff workers. 31 It may be surmised that
the comparative peace in the area, compared to years before
and to the contemporary situation in other sections
enabled the people to spend more

or

or

China,

their time working pro-

ductively, rather than repairing the ravages of war.

It is

significant, perhaps, that reports or rehabilitation projects
in the South China Mission area had closed by this time.
There were, unfortunately, ugly chapters in the relier
story.

Grart played its part in the distribution or funds

sJXi supplies through the Chinese National Relief and Rehabilitation Authority (C. N. R. R. A.).

When this organization

and its international counterpart, the United Nations Relief

29Letter from missionary M. w. Rankin to the F. M. B.,
n. d., in Ih! Commission, X, 5 (May, 1947), p. 22.
30
Jessie Green, "China-South," Annual Report, .!2lt2., p. 48.
jl!.2!.4·

and Rehabilitation Authority, closed their work on the night
or November 15, 1947, they were to havo turned 1,600 tons

ot

supplies over to the International Relief Committee for distribution among t.he poor.

Actually, Rex Ray, a Southern

Baptist missionary stationed at KWeilin, reported that no
more than sixteen tons reached the Committee.

He attributed

the survival of this remnant to the fact that these supplies
had been in transit to warehouses during the night of November
15, and, peculiarly enough, escaped the •Chineae thieves of

c. Iv. n. R. A.•

1

while the supplies in the warehouses dis-

appeared without a trace.

32

'

To missionary Ray's further

disgust. only 1,000 or a p.romised 9,000 woolen blankets

remained in a

~arehouse.

the hospitals

or

~heee

blanket8 were intended for

Kwongsi Province, and the two Baptist

hospitals there received only twenty-four baby blanketD. 33

The conclusion drawn by Mr. Ray was that only Christian
organizations were competent to do relief
~ • • • governmental Dt1s 1tal1cs;J"34

~ork,

ft.

•

•

-and

Another unfortunate report ot injustice in the distr1bution ot relief funds and supplies came .from the same source.

In July, 1947, he diseovered that all U. N. R. R. A. and

c.

N.

n.

R. A. aid in his area was going to the Roman Catholic
\

missions •. After several verbal exchanges with the officials

or

the two relief organisations, he obtained several tons ot
32
Lettcr froo Rex Rily to the P. M. B.. , n. d., in

Commission, XI, 4 (Aprilt 1948), pp. 23-24.

33~.

34Ibid.

Ill.!
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drugs and medical supplies for Stout

f·~emorial

Hospital, a

and other goods for the poor in
3?
Baptist churches throughout Kwangsi Province.

Baptist hoapital in

~uchow,

In contrast there were reports ot honesty where opportunities for graft exiGted.

An exemplary case occurred during
~as

1948, when missionary Pearl Johnson

unable to go from

Ts1ngtao to Che£oo, both in Shantung Province, to delivor
some bundles

or

clothes to needy persons.

A Chinese Havy

gunboat captain offered to deliver them tor her, and did so.
Somo time later, Miss Johnson asked the captain to deliver
another load of bundles for her, nnd received a favorable
reply.

However, the captain was ordered to turn back to

Tsingtao, because Chetoo was being evacuated in the race ot
the Communist advance.

The captain returned the load to

Miss Johnson, who was then able to meet empty-banded
refugees from Chefoo with the bundles, rood, and milk. 36
The value

or

the relier and rehabilitation program can

only be measured in personal terms.

The starvation ot some

needy persons was certainly avoided.

Others regained their

hope

or

a purposeful life when a loan gave them a chance to

eani their living.

clinics.

Lives were saved in rebuilt hospitals and

This also gained much good will for the missionaries,

and opened ears to their message.

The program thus helped to

accomplish the purpose of foreign missions.

-

35Ib1d.

36
tetter from missionary i!ary Crawford to the F. M. B.,
n. d •• in !h! Commission, XII, 2 (February, 1949), p. 22.

EDUCA'l'lONAL MISSIONS, 1945-1951

The ma'inte.nance of educational institutions gave the
missionary first-hand contact with Chinese children and youth.
Through this contact the missionary hoped to have influence
upon the next generation of Chinese leaders and business men.
The missionary view of a better China was, naturally, a
Christian China.

To that end, in the words of a gradunte

of mission schools, "· •• Christian education is a means to
an end, which is soul-winning.

and follow him intelligently."

Jesus wants us to know him
l

In cooperation with Chinese Baptists, and, in one
instance. in cooperation with American (Northern) Baptists
also, the Foreign Mission Board maintained a system of schools
ranging from the primary through the university level.

For

the preparation of pastors and other religious workers, there

were two types
1

The

or

schools--theological seminaries and "Bible

Howson Lee. "What war Hae Done To Us Baptists in China,tt
IX, 3 (March, 1946), p. 12.

Com~ission,

51
training" •choolw, respectively.

There were no facilities for

graduate study maintained by Southern Baptists in China.
Those seeking advanced degrees attended Western universities.

2

The faculties of Baptist schools were composed of miseionarieo and Chinese teachere.

Arter 1927 the government
ruled that all principals must be Chinese. 3 The standards
upon which the schools were operated were comparable to those
or American schools, and in Canton were considerably higher. 4

The task facing the educators was formidable, as illustrated by the case of Soochow, considered an educational
Cut of a population of nearly one million, only

center.

about 1),000 children attended a school of any kind.
more roamed the streets or worked in shops.

Thousands

The missionary

had little opportunity to present his mee~age to them.5
2

After the Boxer Rebellion, the United States claimed
(U. s.) to cover damages suffered by it~ nationals.
However, after payment of all claims, a surplus remained or
approximately ~10,000 ,OOO, which was returned to the Chinese
government. It became the nucleus of a scholarship fUnd which
supported Chinese students seeking graduate degrees in the
United States. Statement by Dr. Eugene L. Hill, formerly of
the faculty of Graves Theological Seminary, Canton, and now
Secretary for Missionary Education and Promotion, f'oreign
~Iission Board of the Southeni Baptist Convention, in personal
interview, November 11, 1965. Also see Karl E. Meyer, Fulbrifht .El Arkansas (Washington: Robert B. Luce, Inc., !903),
p. 6.
~25,000,000

3

s.

C. Routh, Eveninf;i and lfornipg

!J!

China (llashville:

Broadman Press, 1950), p.
•
4
Statement by Dr. Eugene L. Hill in personal interview,
November 11, 1965.

sLetter

from Jenell Greer, Soochow, to the F. M. B.,
19~1, p. 24.

n. d., !h!, Commission, XI, 7 (July,

52
The health problems

or

the crowded cities created further

barriers tor those who could or

~~uld

attend school.

One

missionary teacher reported that an estimated SO per cent
of the Chinese population were infected with trachoma, a

condition which, unless treated, could lead to partial or
total blindness.

She quoted another teacher who feared

that the schools were

tomorrow."

6

"•

• • educating blind leaders for

The oldest schools in which Southern Da1)tist mission-

aries worked were in Canton, Kwangtung Province.

In 1888

Fooi To School for Girls opened as a small grammar school.

7

Fooi Ching Academy for Boys, also in Canton, opened the
following year, and eventually became the largest of the
g
Southern Baptist-related schools in China.
Pooi To and
Pooi Ching had branches in Hong Kong and Pacao during the
post-war period which outlived their mother-schools on the
9
Communist mainland.
The Pooi Ching system held high faculty standards.
The degree of Bachelor was prerequicite to a position in all
the Baptist high schooln, but the Canton-based system also
required its departmental heads to hold the doctorate in
their respective fields.10 Graduates of Pooi Ching and
7Routh, p. 59.

g

ill!!·'

pp. 60-61.

9Mary C. Alexander nF.ong Kong.:.r,:acao f.1ission Organized, n
Annual R9port, 12.2.l, p. 6e.
10
Statement by Dr. Eugene L. Hill in personal interview,
November 11, 1965.
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and Pooi To were known to be well-prepared for college.

11

Pooi To and Pooi Ching operated primary schools also.

By 1947. with wartime destruction repaired, the schools
were operating normally.

Pooi To reported 960 junior and
12
senior high students, with a faculty or fifty-seven;

Pooi Ching had 1600 boys enrolled, but failed to report the
size of the faculty.

13

The primary school ot Pooi To enrolled

906 with sixty-five raculty, 14 while the boys' primary school
left the rather unenlightening report that it was "full."

lS

The importance of the South China Mission schools may be
seen when these enrollments are compared with a report in
November, 1946, that the total enrollment in Baptist schools
16
throughout China was l),ooo.
Enrollment in the schools was not restricted to Baptists,
or even Christians.

That would have defeated part of the pur-

pose ot the schools, the presentation ot the Christian faith
to the Chinese young.
220

or

In 1947, Pooi To School reported that

ita 960 high school girls were Christian.

same time Pooi Ching claimed 13 per cent
11

Routh, p. 59; Hill,

or

17

At the

1 ts 1, 600 boys

~·

12

Fung P'ing Leung, "Pooi To Girls' Middle School,"
Annual Report, ~. p. 15.
13
Auria Penrter, "Pooi Ching Boys' Middle School, Annual
Report, ~. p. 16.

14

Fung P'ing Leung, Annual Report, !21t,{!, p. 5.

15

Aurie Pender, Annual Report, .1.2!!1, p. 16.
16cauthen, "Minutes," (November, 1946).
17Fung P'ing Leung, Annual Report, ~. p. 15.

,---

in high school were Christian.

18

Even more surprising than

theae low percentages of Chrietiansamong the students is the
report that ot the fifty-seven faculty members at Pooi To,
only thirty-five were Christiana.
Pooi Ching exists.

19 No comparable report tor

These schools, then, were not training

schools for church workers, but were really engaged in the
task of winning converts while imparting a basic education.
Religion was a part of the lite and curricula or the schools,
with daily religious services and Bible classes.
at

fSOme

was mandatory; others were voluntary.

20

Attendance
Comparative

religion waa ottered to the seniors at Pooi Ching aa an
21
alternate to a study of the Gospel ot Mark.
Every attempt was made to present Christianity through
educational channels.

The Pooi To Young Women's Christian

Association fostered a primary school tor children too poor
to pay tuition at other schools.

22

There was also a kinder-

garten, called Pooi Ling, which enrolled about 200 in 1947.
Many ot the small children were brought to school by servants.

who waited until school was out to take their charges home.
Two Chinese "Bible women" (Bible teachers) taught a Bible
class tor them during their waiting period, and reported
18 Auris Pender, Annual Report, ~. p. 16.

19

Ibid.; Fung P1 1ng Leung, Annual Report.

20-

Ibid.

22-

-Ibid.

21

m!,

p. 15.

Auria Pender, Annual Report, 1948, p. 16.
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titteen conYerta in 194 7.

hery veek a Sunday School was

conducted tor the children and their aothera at the achool.

23

At Macao, a achool for blind girls, Mo Kwoag School,
vaa maintained by the gifts or the atudenta and alumni or
Blue Mountain College, in Miaaiaaippt. 2 4 The South China
Miaaion maintained primary acboola in lveilin, lukcmg, Shui
25
Hing, and Wuchow.
Shuichov claimed a kindergarten and an
elementary achool, enrolling a total ot 215 pupils in 1947.
The Shui Hing achoola enrolled 400 in the same year. 2 7
In the Central China Miaaion, there vere ae11e Yery
influential high schools.

The Julia Maclensie Meaorial

School bad operated aince 1919 at Yangchow.

At Soochov

vere the Wei Ling Oirla' Academy and the Jatea Acad.. y tor
Boya, eatabliabed 1n 19ll and 1905, reapecti'fely.

In

Shanghai the aiaaion bad been operating the Elisa lat.ea
School tor Oirla aince 1896; aeYeral graduates .. rrs.ed prominent go'fernment otticiala and proteaaional aen.

The

Uni'feraity ot Shanghai, vhich waa the Baptist inatitutian

ot higher learning in China, aleo aaint.ained a high school.
Ming Jang School tor Boya, dating trom 1695, waa also in
2 )L7dia E. Oreen, ·~ooi Ling Kindergartan,• Annual
Report~~19;8, p. 16.

Routh, p. 105; nore Dodson, Wlteltare Vork,• Annual
Rep<>rt 1 !21d!., p. 18.
25
Minutes or the South China ~~•~ion ot the S<ruthtrn
Baptist ConTention,~t.on: Cbln& uy-Vrlntin& C09pany 1

19J.9J , 2
p. 20.

2

E. '·
M.

v. Rankin, •£ducation•l Work," Annual

Remt,

!2il.

7Ka~1e Shur..aee, •Educational and E'Yan,;eliat1c Vortc,•
l£.!&, p. 19. Ho other exact rrguree are aTailable.

,lnr.ual Report 1

Shanghai.

56

2a

Records of the enrollment figures for the Central China
Mission schools are disappointingly sketchy.

In 1947 the

schools in Shanghai reported 654 etudenta and thirty-two

faculty members.

Among the students there were 1)2 Christiana

prior to a Spring revival led by Dr. Baker J. Cauthen, at
which 140 accepted Christianity.

Several faculty members
29
accepted Christianity at this revival also.
Two years
later the Shanghai schools' enrollments had rioen to 1,161,

30 per cent

or

whom were Christiana.

30

Presumably the Central China Mission and the Chinese
Baptist churches with Wiich the missionaries cooperated

maintained primary and elementary schools at various stations.
The only specific report in late 1950 was ot two primary
schools operating in Yangchow. 31 In the North China Mission
area, schools were operated at churches and refugee centers
in Tsining, Tainan, and Tsingtao.

In 1947 Tsingtao reported

a retugee school, two church echoole, and a goodwill center
school;

28

32

at Tainan there were a kindergarten, two elementary

Routh, pp.
M. B., June 1,
1946), pp. 23-24;
and Hopeful," The

r.

29

61-62; Letter from Howson Lee to the
1946, in !h!. Commission, IX, 10 (November 1
Howson Lee, "China Christiane: Troubled
Commission, XIII, 4 (April, 1950), pp. 4-5.

Letter trom Howson Lee to the F. M. B., n. d., in
!h!, Commission, I, 10 (November, 1947), pp. 23-24.
30
.
Lettersfrom Howson Lee to the F. M. B., May 12 and 16,
1949, in !!:!.!. Commission, III, 8 (September, 1949), p. 2).
There are no enrollment figures for the schools outside Shanghai.
llAnnual Report, !2iQ, pp. 56-59.
32aev. & Mrs. I. v. Larson, "The Tsingtao Station,"
Annual Report, !.2hlt, pp. 30-32.

S?
eahools, and a high schoo1; 33 and Tslning reported a school
with 400 pupils.

A year later there were five schools in

Tsingtao and two in Tsining.

35

The Interior China P1ission had primary and secondary
schools at Chengchow and Kaifeng.
Kaifeng supervised a total

or

The primary system at

t-wenty-five schools.

The

Chengchow schools were unusual among Baptist schools in
China in that their-. pupils were largely from Moslem

ramfli es.

36

The only institution of college and university level

supported by Southern Baptists ns part of their China
37
mission work was the University ot Shanghai.
Founded in
1909, as Shanghai College, the school was a joint project
.
JS
of Southern and Amerlcan (Northern) Baptists.
Shanghai
. 39
Theological Seminary, founded in 1906,
which s~parated from

l~.

grven.
!.2.l.t.2,

33Mary Crawford, "Tainan," Annual Report, 1948. p. 30.
34
F. H. Connely, "Tsining Station," Annual Report,
p. 27. The grades offered in the school were not

35

Jennie Alderman, "China-North•" /lnnual Report,

~E·

s4-5s.

Routht pp. 66-67.
37
A university for the Leung Kwong Convention was planned
in the post-war era, and a site was purchased outside Canton
in 1948. However, the Communist conquest and the consequent
departure of missionaries and suppression or religious institutions prevented the materialization of these plans. See
Baker J. Cauthen, n~anutes" (April 6, 1948), p. lJ.

38aouth, pp. 68-69; Howson Lee, "What War Has Done to

Us Baptists in China 1 "
PP• 10-12.

39

Routh, p. 6f!.

'.!!!.!

Commission, IX, 3 (March, 1946) •
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the daughter institution and became the China Baptist Theological Seminary in 19)9. 40 University status for the
college wae attained in 1932.

41

The students were usually from the upper or middle class,
though there were always a considerable number ot poorer
students who were supported by scholarships and relief .f\lnda.

A former faculty member considered the seriousness of these
students to be equal to the best American students with
whom he had had contact. though their preparation was usually
lees adequate.

A preparatory department was maintained to

remedy their deficiencies.

The curriculum was comparable

to an American liberal arts college, with the natural ex-

ception that Chinese literature occupied the position

or

prominence held by English literature in the United States.4 2
During the war with Japan, the University was forced
to close.

However, the School of Commerce moved to Chung-

king and continued ita operations throughout the war.
In 1946 it returned to Shanghai and the University resumed

its operations.

43

Great responsibility for Christian education in China
rested upon the University.

It was to it that the Baptist

schools looked for teachers with Christian character as
40ibid., PP• 71-72.
42

41ill£t., P• 69.

statement by Dr. J. Hundley \•iiley, faculty member
at the University of Shanghai from 1921 to 1940, in personal
interview, July 14, 1966.

43 Routh, PP• 70-71.
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well as scholarship.

44

Thia~noed

was met by a growing per-

centage of the student body that responded to the missionary
message.

In 1946, 16 per cent

or

embraced the Christian religion.

45

the one thousand students
By 1948,the percentage

had doubled while enrollment had risen abcut a third, to
1,300.

46

During the same period, 55 per cent

members were Chrietian.

or

the faculty

47

All faculty members were required to hold the Maoter's
degree, while the departmental heads held the doctorate. 48
Prior to World War II, the University granted the Master

or

Arte in several subjects, but discontinued the policy

af'ter the war.

It was felt that the degree was not up to

the standards required in American universities; Bachelor's
degree was standard, and the University faculty did not
wish to countenance substandard work. 49
44

Letter from Howeon Lee to the F. M, B., June 1, 1946,
in The Commission, IX, 10 (November, 1946), pp. 24-25.
45tetter from Lorene Tilford to the F. M. B., July 27,
1946, in The Commission, I.I 10 (November, 1946), p. 25.

46

Emily K. Lanedell, "China-Central," Annual Report,

ill2_, p. 51.

47~.

48statement by Dr. &ugene L. Hill in personal interview,

November 18, 1965.

49 Kathryn Bigham, "Big Brother on Shanghai Streets•"

The Commission, XII, 2 (February, 1949), pp. 16-17.

60
Christian students at the University sought to express
Christian concern for the problems of the eurrounding culture
through the Yangtzepoo Social Center.

Established during

the second decade or the century by the faculty and students

or

or

the departments

sociology, education, and religion,

the Center was in the midst

or

a community having all the

problems of an impoverished ghetto--pagan1sm, superstition,
disease, malnutrition, ignorance.

The location was only

three and a half miles from the campus in an area inhabited

by 100,000 laborers.

Children roamed the streets at day

and slept on the sidewalks at night, with no hope or a
better lot in laterlife.

~o

The parents, though Buddhist, bad no objections to their
children' going to a Christian church.

The students and their

teachers, thererore, established a Sunday school, a junior
church, a Vacation Bible School ror the summer months, and
other church-centered evangelistic programs.

was a tuition-tree

Also, there

day school which offered kindergarten,

primary, and high school training.

A day nursery was main-

tained for the small children or working mothers, where the
children were fed, and where they could play in a safe place
under the supervision of students.

The Center operated in

inadequate quarters until a new Center was completed in 1949
with gifts from Baptist women in Virginia.

51 Ibid.

-

51: Only a few

61
monthe later the Communist goyernment began tho process or
gradual interference that led to the end ot the University

ot Shanghai on February 14. l9Sl, and,therefore,

or

the

Center.

The uniYereity was transfbrmed into an agricultural
institute under the direction or the state. 52
The eetabliahment and maintenance of an educational

system waa not an end ln itaelr, as already indicated.
The purpose wae to present the Christian faith to the future
educated leaders of China, and, hopefully, to gain their
allegiance to it.

The ultitulte aim of the missionary endeavor

was to make itself unnecessary, to establish an indigenous
church strong enough to advance the Chr1etiAn faith in China
without

forei~n

aseietance.

The attainment of thia goal

preeuppoeed an adequate core of informed and competent
national Christian
a system

or

lea~ere,

which could be asaured only by

good theological education.53

There were three seminaries in
ated with tr.e
Se~inary

Sout~~rn P~pt1et

~hina

which were af tili-

missions: Cravea Theological

in Canton; North China Bapti Rt 'fheolot:ical !A!min&ry

in HwanBhnicn; and China Baptist Theological Seminary in
Y.nifong.

Coordinate with each was a "training

school~

which providP.d traininy ror pastors• 111ivee, "Bible woman,"
54
and other Christian workers.
These "training echools,"

S2

Letter from Lorene Tilford to J.
)1, 1963, in WilliaMe, ed., "Letters."
5)

r.

~illiams,

August

Routh, p. 71.
54
J. T. Williams, "China," The Cctmniesion, VIII, 5
(May, 1945), p. 5.

62
which were also called "Bible training achoole," were different from "Bil:lle schools," which were low..Jgrade seminaries
for students with very little formal education.

The "Bible

school" was a temporary measure, established in a situation
that demanded leaders with

~

trainine immediately when

volunteers for pastoral leadership who had the basic academic
preparation were not available.
schools opened in

~uchow

~amples

were the Bible

and in Kweilin in 1949 and 1950,

respectively, in a last-minute attempt to provide leaders
to replace the evacuating missionaries.

55

Graves eeminary, eetablished in 1S70 and given that
56
name in 1906,
reopened with its training school in t;anton
immediately after the war.

The student body numbered twelve,

and grew rapidly to a total

or

over sixty in 1950.

58

57

Korth

China Seminary and Training School reopened in Hwanghsien
with forty students in 1946, 59 but moved to Tsingtao the
following year.

~

Reopening with only nine etudents,

M

the

55 Auris render, "South China Mission," Annual Report,
)._9_5_Q, p. 64; Lettf!r from Irene Branum to the F. il. B., n. d. •
rn-The Commiesion, XIII, 8 (September. 1950), p. 24.

56Routh,

p. 71.

57 ..
Eugene L. Hill, "Graves Theological Seminary,"
Annual ~eport, !21J!, pp. 16-17.

saJaxie

59

Short., "South China," Annual Report, 1951, p.60.

Nan F. :1eeks, ed.,
Report, 1947, P• 1).

60

32.

11

North China Mission, n Annual

Rev. and Mrs. I. V. Larson, Annual Report, 1948 2 pp. 31-

6)
number climbed to forty again by 1950.

62

China Baptist

Seminary, rather than returning to Kaifene after the war,
63
took up quarters in ~hanghai.
Its enrollment reached a
64
peak or eighty-two in 1949,
and then fell to sixty in
65
66
1950,
its last year of operation.
Only l;hina Baptist Theological Seminary \rns intended

to be a graduate-level
seminarie8.

aemin~ry,

comparable to American

Ite curriculum was designed for college

graduates, and the Bachelor of Divinity ·was rer.ularly
granted.

All of its students did not

posse~e

the college

prerequisite for the degree• ho\;ever .. 67 North China Seminary
never granted a degree.

Graves Seminary granted the only

Bnchelor of Divinity degree in its history in 1950 to a
student who had completed high school and n rour-year course
at the seminary.

68

Charles Cowherd,

Horth China Mission," Annual Report,
lliQ, p. 62.
63 Baker J. Cauthen, nrhe Orient," Annual iteoort, !2.!J:Z,
11

p. 11.

64
Letter from Buford L. Nichols to F. M. B. • in
The Comni~sion, XII~ 2 (Februnry, 1949), p. 24.
65
Unsigned article, "China Baptist Theological Seminary,"
Annual H.eoort, 1.2.2.!, p. 57.

66

p. 62.
67

Baker J. Cauthen,

0

The C:rient," Annual Report, !2.il.

Statement by Dr. Eugene L. Hill in personal interview,

November 18, 1965.
6S
Jaxie Zhort, Annual Report,

!2..2.!,

p. 60.

For those with little preparation, there were at least

two "Bible schools" in addition to those already mentioned

69

in Kweilin and Wuchow, one in Kiangsu Province,
and one
70
in Chinkiang.
It had been hoped that a bible school could
be provided for each regional Chinese Baptist convention
which would supplement the work of the seminaries and nnible

training schools,"

71

so it is probable that several more

Bible ,schools were operated by the Chinese without the direct
involvement of mission personnel.

72

The educational system of Southern Baptists in China
died under tho ever-growing harrassmant of the Communist
government.

It became difficult to mqintain religious

activities in the schools, and worship services and studies
in

reli~ious

subjects became more church-centered.

Government

regulations also required changes in curricula that \·JOuld

make the schools of greater practical
order,

73

s~rvice

to the new

such as the requirement that seminaries add indus74
trial training.
Eventually, however, they were cloeed on

the pretext that a r,overnment school in

69 Annual Report, !2..2,Q, p. 59.

~anking

wae doing

70lbid.

71 Baker J. Cauthen, "Minutes" (April 6, i94g), p. 9.
72
Jaxie Short, Annual Heport, ,!2,ii, p. 57, mentions

thAt a Graves Seminary grnduate is teaching in "one of the
Bible schools in Kwangsi ,l;rovince."

73 Jaxie Short, Annual heport,

74

!221,

p. 60.

aaker J. Cauthen, Annual heport, !22Q., p. 60.

6S
their work.
drawal

75

All the racultiea were weakened by the with-

or

missionary pereonnel, and the schools either closed
76
or lost their Christian nature due to Communist infiltration.
75aaker J. Cauthen, Annual Report,
7 ~bid.

!221,

PP• 61-62.

CHAPTER VII
MEDICAL MISSIONS, 1945-1951
An important part

or

Jesus' 8 purpose.

in the gospels, was healing the sick.

Foreign Ydssion Board deemed it

or

l

88

recorded

Likewise, the

great concern that

medical institutions be maintained on the mission fields.
It bae frequently been the case that the medical
missionary could win the trust ot the people to whom ha

was sent when the evangelist's words tell on deaf eare.

His example of compassion and

or

denying himself a lucra-

tive practice in a modern hospital in his own country to go
to a backward land seemed to make the news
compaosion a great deal more credible.

2

or

a Ood ot

One might find the

popular image of the missionary evangelist, and perhaps

or

the missionary teacher, to sometimes be that of a fanatic
or of a "cultural imperialist." The missionary doctor.
however, has been a generally admired figure.
l

Luke 10:9.

2

Routh, p. 86.

1----

67

The first Southern Baptist mission hospital built
anywhere in the world was the Warren Memorial Hospital
which opened its doors at Hwanghsien in 190).

)

By the begin-

ning ot the Second World War, the Foreign Mission Board had
built hospitals in eight Chinese cities.

4

However, the

or the
operation or

destruction that came with the war and the condition
country in the post-war years prevented the

halt of these hospitals during the period under consideration

(1945-1951). The four that were functioning were Stout
Memorial Hospital in Wuchow, S Yangchow Baptist Hospital, 6
Chengchow Baptist Hospital,

7

and Kweilin Baptist Hospital.

6

A survey made in 1947 by Dr. Sanford E. Ayers ot the
Chengchow Hospital, who also served the Foreign Mission Board

as its medical advisor in China, revealed the quality

or

these hospitals as being less than was desirable.
5anford E. Ayers "Medical Missions is Applied
Christianity," The Commission, II, 11 (December, 1948),
p. 13; Routh, p:--!8.
4
Routh, pp. 66-67. Hwanghsien (Warren Memorial Hospital), Pingtu (Oxner-Alexander Memorial Hospital), Laichowfu (Maytield-Tyzzer and Kathleen Mallory Hospital), Yangchov
(Yangchow Baptist Hospital), Ch.engchow (Chengchow Baptist
Hospital), Wuchow (Stout l~emorial Hospital), Kweilin ( Kweilin
Baptist Hospital), and Yingtak (Ramseur Memorial Hospital).

sWilliam

L. Wallace 1 "Medical Evangelistic Work,"
Annual Report, !21t.§., p. l\J.
6
w. B. Johneon, "China-Central," Annual Report, ~.
P• Sl.
7
Williams, "I Waa There!" p. 1)0.
8

-Ibid.
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Dr. Ayers reported:
I was distressed to tind that Southern Baptista had no
institution that can compare with the best hospitals or
other leading denominationa or with the better Ooveniment or private institutions. They are fairly good
as the average nJD or hospitals go in China, but not
good enough. 9
Dr. Ayers proceeded to recommend a policy that, with auffi•
cient time, would have presumably led to a better picturei
(1) Southern Baptiste should recognize that they cannot
treat everyone in China, and should maintain only the number

ot hospitals that t.hey could support adequately so that the
medical work that is done can be dono

~ell•

(2) Southern

Baptists should give special attention to the training ot
Christian medical per8onnel; (3) Southern Baptists should
develop acme specialized institutions; (4) Southern Baptist
hospitals should always treat rich and poor, and no patient
should ever be turned away becaue he could not pay for
10
medical attention.
The Communist conquest prevented a reconstruction of
the medical program.

The hospitals were barely on their

feet again before the missionary doctors had to flee.

In

1947 there were fifteen doctors under appointment to
9Ayers, The Commission, II, llt p. 14.
10
lliil•, p. 87. Some or these recommendations should
not be interpreted as suggesting new policies, hitherto not
followed. The hospitals did train medical personnel, ae
will be seen from the reports or nursing schools to follow.
Also, the poor were treated tree or charge. The annual
reports abound with reports or this. It is surprising that,
according to Routh, pp. 88-89, the hospitals were usually
self-supporting.
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China,

11

and in 1949 there were thirtean.

12

However, the

hospitals were not dependent upon miseionary doctors alone.
Yangchow Hospital, tor instance, reported that in 1948 its
staff included three missionary doctors, two missionary
nurses. and several Chinese doc~ors and nurses. 1 3
Besides the regular operations

or

n hospital, the

Baptist mission hoepitals had an evangelistic purpose.
Evangelists and Bible teachers ("Bible women") were on
their starra to counsel patients, teach Bible classes, and

load daily worship eervicaa.14 At least some of the hospitals aleo had nursing schools, and it was hoped that the
atudente would accept Christianity due to the intluence
lS
their teachers.

or

Chinese Baptista had also built eome medical institutions in which missionary personnel worked.

The two that

11

Annual Report, f,948, pp. 80-81. Cnly medical
doctora are deelgna~ed Dr." in the statistics. ~ugene
L. Hill, ·Ph.D. • is designated "Rev. , " as wa a J. Winston
Crawley, Th.D. Thus the number of M.D.'a can be counted.

12 Annual Report, .l9--5Q, pp. 87-88. Due to furloughs
and the lnaccessability--or-hospitala in Communist areas,

all doctore assigned were not present in China in a given
year. In 1947 there were 10 on the field, and in 1949 there
were actually only three on the field. See Annual Report,
~. pp. 84-85, and Annual Report, !.22.Q, pp. 90::92.

13w. B. JohnBon, Annual Report, m2_, p. Sl.

Aleo
see photograph ot Chinese star? of Stout !'1emor1al Hospital
ih Annual Report, ~. p. 23.
14
Jessie Greene, "China-South," Annual Heport,

PP• 59-60.

lS

llursin~,

echcols were at Yangchow and Stout

™•

1".emori~he

~eM~0Y,1:~· 1R· T~i; ~~~'ils!~~~rt,rcr l1iti1y-'i~~'f.·. ~94,,~ ~~ 4.

About attempts-to convert nursing students, see report by Ruth
Ford, R. N.t in Annual Renert, l21&, 1 p. 17.
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are of notable interest are the Leung Kwong Baptist Hospital
in Canton, Which commenced operations late in World liar I·,

16

and Tai Kam Leper Colony on Tai Kam Island, :founded in 19io.

17

The hospital was considered too old and the equipment out-ofdate by a m1ee1 onary nurae, but it waa always very crowded

with patients.

It also operated a nursing school under the

direction of missionary nurse, Ruth Ford, which enrolled

about thirty students.

18

The Leper Colony was rehabilitated

slowly and reopened in 1949.

19

There were also several clinics operated by the Baptist
20
21
missions or by their Chinese brethren in Kunshan,
Soochow,
Shanghai,

1948),

23

22

Chengchow (after the hospital was closed 1n
24

and Tsingtao.

Stout Memorial Hospital accommodated up to 100 in-patients
per day, and often up to seventy-five out-patients. In 1948
25
the nursing school reported forty-one students.
The year

16

Routh, pp. 102-10).

18

l?Ibid.

-

Ruth Ford, "Medical Evangelistic Work" !flnual Report,
ill.§.. P• 17.
l9Jessie Greene, Annual Repo:ct. 12!t2,, p. 60.
20w. B. Johnson, Annual Report, ~. p. Sl.
22
21
Ibid.
Ib1d.
23v.artha K. Strother. "China-Interior," Annu!~ Report,

-

l2li•

·
P• 55.

P• S2.
24Jennie Alderman, "China-North," Annual ReJ?or~, ~.
2 5Jessie Oreene, Annual Report, 1.2lt,2, p. 60.
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before the supervisor

or the

school complained that it was

difficult to persuade educated girla to prepare tor
as they all wanted to be doctors.

nurei~g

26

Consequently, there were
27
never enough nurses to care adequately tor the patients.
It was at Stout l-!emorial that Dr. William L. Wallace, the
2S
mis&ionary martyr, rendered distinguiahed service.

Kweilin Baptist Hospital had been practically destroyed
during the war "1th Japan.

A limited amount

or

rehabilitation

was under w&y when Dr. s. E. Ayers arrived with most
staff and equipment from

Ch~ngchow

the

Baptist Hospital in early

1948.

The latter (with the exception

Or. A.

w.

Yokum continued

or

or

tooperate~ 9was

1 ta clinic which

closed when the

victorious lled armieo approached the city.

A day'a work

at Kweilin involved care for forty in-patients and about
100 out-patients, including the delivery or about five
babies.

JO

The Yangchow Hospital resumed full operation after
poot-war rehabilitation in 1948.

However, the advance of the

Coomunista compelled the missionary start to

wi~hdraw

late

26

Lotter from Lucy 'fright to the F. M. B., n. d. • in
The Ccrzmission, X, 7 (July-August, 1947), p. 24.

-

27

Uilliam L. Wallace, Annual Report, !,ill, p. 19.
28
Ibid.

29- .
Martha K. Strother, Annual Report, !2Jt2, p. 52.
)0
s. E. Ayers, quoted by Jesale Green, Annual Report.
!2!.2,, PP• 59-60.
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in the year, as was the case at Chcngchow.

Since 1951 there have been no Baptist hospitals in
Red China.

One might think that the new government would

have benef itted from the contribution
doctors.

or

the missionary

However• the propaganda campaign proclaimed that

all Americana were imperialists.

Perhaps a measure of

the effectiveness of the Southern Baptist medical mission
in China is evident in the Cow.muniat decision that it had
to be eliminated.

The medical mission gave evidence ot the

good will of some Americana.

CHAPTER VIII
EVANGELISTIC MISSIONS, 1945-1951
Evangelism--the winning

or

converts--was the ultimate
objective of Southern Baptist foreign miasions. 1 The provision

or

relief and the maintenance

or

schools and hospitals

were motivated by a sincere desire to improve the lot of the
people to whom the missionaries went, but they were not ends
in themselves.

Missionary concern went beyond the physical

well-being ot persons to concern for their ultimate destiny.
Missionary Wilson Fielder of

t~e

Chengchow station

ottered an enlightening glimpse into the activities of the
missionary evangelist.

His time was tilled with participa-

tion in the activities or Chinese mission organizations;
teaching school; visiting in homes and hospitals; providing
relief in the form

or

money, food, or goods to the needy;

teaching classes on the

Bi~le,

the English language, and

music; holding meetings for worship and evangelism; and
1aouth, P• )0.
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teaching classes for the instruction of recent converts and
"inquirers" (those interested in becoming Christians).

2

The Chinese organizationswith which the missionaries
worked were modeled on the pattern of the Southern Baptist

Convention.

For small children there was an organization

known as "Sunbeams."

Boys of elementary and high school

age could join the "Royal Ambassadors," while their sisters

ot the same age were offered the

Auxiliary."

~Girls'

Girls

of college age advanced into the "Young Womens' Auxiliary,"
and as mature women beca!lle members of the "Women's Missionary
Union."

This "W.M.U." sponsored the other groups, which

explains the name nauxiliary" for tho younger girls' organizations.

It

al~o

sought to promote evangelism, the education

of "Bible women" (teachers), the distribution of Christian

or

literature and Bibles, the establishment
"Bible achools" 3 and the maintenance

or

short-term

Goodwill Centers and

other centers for relief distribution. Another important
project

or

the Chinese "W.M.U." was the establishment ot

strong chapters ot the Chinese Baptist Young People's
Mission Organization (nB. Y. P. M. 0.").4
The first

w.

M.

Central China Mieeion.

u.

had been organized in 1910 in the
It was a sign of the growing

independence and activity ot women in

Chinese society,

2tetter from Wilson Fielder to J. T. Williama, n. d.,
in Williams, ed., "Letters."
)A "Bible school" in this instance was actually only a
short seminar on a portion of the Bible.
4Routh, p. 37; Mrs. R. T. Bryan, "China W. M. U. Firmly
Established," !h! Commission, XIV, 2 lFebruary, 1951), p. l).

7S
which had heretofore expected them to serve their mothersin-lav and never to become involved in non-domestic matters.
The moving force behind the initial formation ot these groups
seems to have been the wives of the Southern Baptist missionaries, who were copying the organization

or

the same name

in the American South. that baa been ao important in pro-

or

moting the missionary activities
Convention.

the Southeni Baptiat

However, young Chrietian women ot China were of

an assertive generation.

Many

or

them re.fUsed to enter the

households ot their mothers-in-law and established their
Their response to the proposal ot a

w.

M, u.

seems to have been enthusiastic. 'AhNorth China

w.

M. u.

own homes.

;

was organized in 1911, and the women of South China and
Interior China followed suit in 1916 and 1925, respectively.

A nation-wide women's organization appeared in 1936, so that
the work of women all over China could be coordinated.

6

The Baptist Young People's Mission Organization had
its beginnings during World War I in the South China Mission.
First called the Baptist Young People's Union after its
American counterpart, it changed its name to Baptist Young
People's Organization in 19)0 and took its final name
7
seven years· later.
The memRera concerned themselves with

sMrs.

R. T. Bryan, !h! Commission, iIV, 2, pp. 12-13.
6
Routh. p. JS.
7
Routh, pp. 73-74.

,----
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group study courses and with active evangelism.
subjecta of study were personal

eva~eliem,

Typical

world missions,

missione in China, introductory examinatione of the books
of the Bible and great periods of Bible hietory. 8
the members of B. l. P. M.

evangeli~te

in outstations and led revivals.
organized and operated

Vaca~ion

~n

o.

As active

sometimes preached

occaaion they also

Bible Schools for smaller

children during the summer months. 9
Evangelism throur.h education was of prime importance
to the missionaries• work.

The evangelistic opportunity

offered through the schools may be seen by the fact that ae
soon after t.he Japanese !Urrender as the fall

or

1946 t there
were 1),000 students enrolled in Baptist schools in China. 10
In Pooi To School for Girls there were daily religious
services.

Chapel was required, and "1-iorning Watch" wae

observed before the start of each school day.

There were

also evening prayer meetinr,e, attendance at which was
11
voluntary.
In primary schools the teachers gave simple
daily lessons about the lit• or Je8\.ta and his concern tor

people.

In at least one Primary school start workers

offered Bible classes for the servants who brouldit the

s

Ibid.

9-

Baker J. Cauthen, Annual Heport, !.2.2Q, p. 56.
10
Baker J. Cauchen, "mnutes" (Sovember, 1946).
11
Fung P 1 ing Leung, Annual rteport 1 ~. p. 15.
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small children and waited to escort them home.

12

An attempt

was also made to ranch the parents of children in Baptist
achools by visiting in their homes to discuss the Christian
Goepel with them. 13 Religious courses were included in the
curriculum of the sohools. 14
Feraonal contact was

or

prime importance to the work

ot the missionary evanFelist.
hoepitals and prisons he
his message.

~~t

Not only in houaea, but in

those to whom he could present

Of'te.n he found a ready ear in the person who

had been snatched from the jaws or death by a missionary
doctor, or one whose manner

or

life had brought him to woe. 15

Classes in Bible were a potent form ot evangelism.

Usually taught in English, these claeees attracted numbers

ot teachers, young business men, and atudants, whose initial
intereat was often in the opportunity to learn the English
language.

Like Saint Augustine, many of them tound that

their interest in the linguistic vehicle was gradla.Uy out-

weighed by their interest in the content.
taught in the English
opportunities to speak

literature.

langua~e,

or

Courses were alao

but her,, too, there were

the Christian faith nnd its

16

12
Lydia E. Greene, Annual Report, !2.!t.§., p. 16.
13
1t\argie Shumate, Annual «eeort, !2!&,, p. 19.

14

Auria Pender, Annual Report,

~.

p. 16.

15aouth, pp. 88-89; Margie Shumate, Annual Report,

P• 19.

12!&.,

16Auria Pender, Annual Report, ~. p. 18; Jennie
Alderman, annual Heport, m9.t P• S5; Rex Ray, Annual Report,
ill§., P• 2 •
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Meetings in churches were, of course, ot great importance to t.he evangelistic missionary.

Here the Gospel was

proclaimed, and from the churches came the

Chine~•

who were, themselves, evangelists.

or

Croupa

b•lievers

Chinese Christ-

ians, eometittaa td. th a miseionary helper, formed

evange-

listic bands which visited villagee and preached. 17 Revivals
were popular methods of concentrated evangeliem, with meet1nga held in churches,
and "street chapels."

lS

echools,

A "street

19

tents,

ehap~l"

that fronted on a main thorough!ar6.
a few people would drift in.

20

market-places,

21

was a rented shop

A meeting was begun and

The einging and preaching might

go on for hours as passers-by drifted in and out.

22

A parti-

cularly successful method of attracting people to evangelistic
services was the inclusion of elidee in the service.

The

people came to see the picturee and listened to what was
23
said in relation to each slide-trame.
17

w.

18

B. Johnson, Annup.1 Repcrt,

Baker J. Cauthen, Annual

!.2!t.2..

~cport,

p. 50.

.!.2!:t2 1 p. 12.

19
I.

v.

Nan F. Weeks, ed., Annual Report,~. P• 13.
20
Jennie Alderman, Annual :i.eport, l.2!t.2., pp. 55 -56;

Lar60n, Annual Report, ~' pp. )o::)I.
21a. B. Johnson. Annual Report, lli2,, P• 50.
22

P.• 21;
~hina

Ruth Pettigrew, "Kweiyang Station," Annual Report, l94ji,
K. 3. Latourette, in A Hiatorz of Christian· ?·1iseion81n

(New York: Macmillan, 19'29) , pp. t!S::4I9 • etatea that the
use or street chppela also had the effect of helping to dispel
suspicion about ~hristianity being a secret plot.
23Letter from M. t:. Rankin to the F. M. B., n. d., 1n
!h! Commission, XI, 6 (June, 1948), p. 22.
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he decided to become a Chrietian, what he understood to be
expected

or

him aa a Christian, whether he was willing to

or

contribute to the financial support

the work

or

the

church, whether he took the wor8hip aervicee of the church
seriously enough to observe Sunday as the "lord's Day,"
whether he was forgivinr, to·ward hio enemies, and other
25
relevant questions.
An important eloment of hie &uitabllity
for baptism and church menbership was that he understood
Christianity as an attitude

or

pereonal tnint in Ood rather

t.han aa a system or doctrines to be accepted and espoused
rigidly.

26

Aft.er the exartination, the applicant withdrew troea the
room,and the group discussed hie eultab111ty.

If the group

felt he was ready for baptism and memberahip, he was iramediately informed.

Occasionally, howeYer, it was felt that

his understanding was insufficient, and he
continue as an inquirer tor a while.

~•a

asked to

There were thoee who

decided that the work was not worth the prize, and dropped
out

or

the 1nqu1rera• classes somewhftre alonr the way.

was felt, however, that those who

w~re

studies had proved their Bincerity.

It

faithful to their

27

Even in his home the missionary was an

evan~elist.

When neighbor women visited to share household ideas vi.th
Routh, p. J2.
2 6state~ent

by Baker J. :authen in personal interview,
July 22, 1966.
27Routh, p. )2.
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missionary wives, the opportunity often arose for the lady

or

the house to speak

28

family.

Then, too,

or

the spiritual roundat1 one of her

sinein~

wns a popular paetime in post-

war China, and misaionnrioc often ownt'd planoA.
neighbors

cam~

\:ihen

to sing, hymns could be included in the

activity. 29
The Chineee vere valuable
missionariee.

co-ev~ngeliste

with the

Bible \!Omen were of incalculable.value to the

propagntion of their faith, tor they could spread the Gospel
among their own sex
tion made

b~tter

co~unication

than men could.

Chinese tradi-

between the sexes on personal

30
matters difficult.
Converts were oleo more active in
.
31
evangelism than 1s the usual case in America.

The response to these eYangelistic efforts waa, for
the moet part, grat1!'/1ng to the missionaries.

or

In

case

th~

students, the reception \1as noticaably more onthu81aet1c

than the missionaries hcd experienced before tho war.

.32

Missionary evangeliste were ·t:elcomed by crowds or Chineoe.

33

Bibles sold rapidly, nnd trncte were enr,erly receivcd. 34

28

One-.\mong-'lhem, Annual Report,

!filt.!!,

p. 26.

29
1!?.!f!·; Bary Crawford, Annual Hepor~, 12.hl!. p. 29.
30
tatouretto, A iUatorx £.!: ~hristian Hiesionp !!! China,

p. 426.

3lLetter from Jewel T. Abernathy,

to

the F.

v..

B.,

The Col"LM1ssion, IX, 10 (Cctobtlr, 191.6), pp. 23-24.
32 BakAr J. Cauthen, "Minutes" (April 6, 1941~), p. 12.

))
3lt

!h.!

Jesaie Oreeno, Annual Report,

12!t2,

p. 58.

Ibid.; Letter from Rex Ray to the F. M. B., n. d.,

CommissionL XI, 4 (April, 1948), P• 24.

Missionary homes were filled with interested students who

returned to the villages with word ot the Christian teach35
'
ing.
Bible classes were not only well attended, but more
were requested, and the interest was often in the content,
)6
not just the English language.
Revivals were well attended
37
by students, some of l'ihom c·ame on foot for miles around.

In early 1948 a missionary was proud to report that several
leading students at Kwangsi University had become ministerial
JS
candidates.
The hope or the missionaries for a Christian
China in the new 9 nationalistic age seemed justified.
There were; of course, less encouraging notes in the
missionaries' reports.

There were not enough Chinese pastors

to supply each church, and the interest of members sometimes
waned
time.

~~th

.39

the lack of leadership over an extended period ot

Then, too, the presence

or

Communists in an area

often had a depressing effect upon the response of people to

evangelism.

40

In the North the Communist conquest was followed by a
noticeable reduction in attendance, and some missionaries

35Jessie Greene, /~nual Report, ~. P• 5g.

36

Baker J. Cauthen, "i·1inutes" (April 6, 1948), p. 12.
3?Letter from Rex Ray to t h e it...: . M.
..
D• , n. d. , The

Commission, XI, 4 (April, 1948), p. 24.

38

---

Ibid.

39-

Jessie Greene, "Wuchow Station and Wuchow Field, n
Annual Report, 1.2.!t!l. P• 19.

40Jessie Greene,

-

Annual nepor_!,

~.

p. 57.
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mused publicly on the smaller number of "loaves and fishes"
Christians on the chureh rolls.

41

In eome casee, the approach

or the Red armies, not only made Chinese wary of association
42
with missionaries, but even antagonistic toward them.
Even
eo, the missionaries found encouragement in the faithfulneea

of the hard-core church
number of

inquirer~

of then worked in

~e!nberehip,

and even in an appreciable

and converts

Com~unist

defeatism in the attitudes

during the months that some
43
arene.
One finds no n9te pr

or

the fleeing miseionariea, but

one of frustratjon nnd concern for the brethren they left
behind.

41

Charles Cowherd, Annual rteport, .!22Q., p. 61.
42
tetter from Loia c. Glass to J. T. \~illiarns, n. d.,
in Williams, "Letters,"
43
O. W. Strother, Annual Report, !2!t2, pp. 52-53;
unsigned report, Annual :!eoort, l950, pp. 5~-59; lettEr
from Katie Murray to the F. M. B. • n. d., in

llV, 2 (February, 1951), p. 24.

Th!

~omrnission,

CONCLUSION

The situation to which the missionaries returned
after World War II was radically changed from what had
been the case earlier.

The foreign relations of China were

no longer to be characterized by humiliation at the hands

ot triumphant imperialistic powers.

The "concessions" had

been 'renounced, and the "white man•s burden" had been removed from Western shoulders.

Rather than reeuming the

role of directors ot the evangelization or China, the
missionaries were confronted with an indigenous Chinese
Christianity, having its own denominational organization.
Chinese Baptists had already assumed initiative in
evangelism, carrying their faith with them to refugee centers
and sending their own missionaries to establish new stations.

The missionaries were granted a short period in which
to exert an influonce upon another student-generation, and
to demonstrate to the Chinese people their concern for the
victims ot war, disease, and starvation.

They wished to

stay and work alongside their Chinese friends when the new

government assumed the leadership

or

the country, but were

denied their de81re because the cost to those friends was
too great.

So they left, leaving behind their schools.

their hospitals, and the graves

or

some ot their number.

But their most important legacy, they believed, were the
Chinese Christiana.

Through them alone a generation

Chinese yet unboni would hear the message

or

or

the Christian

faith, it that message was to be heard.
The missionaries could not be allowed to remain in

China when the Communists came to power.

They were Westerners,

and it was the West that humiliated China during the nineteenth century.

Moreover, the Southern Baptiet miee!onariea

were Americans, and the United States was the major Ally of
the defeated leader, Chiang Kai Shek.

There were cases in

which missionaries were themselves associated with the
Nationalist goveniment, as in the case or John A. Abernathy,
who served as advisor to an official in Shantung Province in

the immediate post-war days.

It was also obvious that the

new nilers could not tolerate living reminders that all
things that came from America and the West were not harmful.
Therefore, they had to try to expel:· or impeach the reputation ot a man like Dr. William L. Wallace.
During their

e~ort

stay the missionaries witnessed a

greater self-consciousness among Chinese Baptists.

This

was indicated by the formation or the All-China Baptist
Convention, the

pros~erity

of the China Baptist Theological

r - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Seminary~

progress

and the national Women's Missionary Union, and the

or

the Frontier Mission.

At the same time the

Chinese Baptists asserted their sense

or

identity by opposing
a movement to unify all Protestants in China into one church. 1

When it was proposed that all Christian universities in
Shanghai consolidate, the University

or

Shanghai faculty,

under Chinese leadership, indicated ita determination to
retain separate status by establishing a building fbnd and
an endowment program.

2

There are no Christian schools or hospitals in China
today, but the Christians remain.
•church."

Few

or

them meet in a

Worship goes on in homes, as it did before

Constantine.

The pastors support themselves.

Evangelism is

carried on through personal contacts rather than through
institutions and revivals; and each year there are a number
)
.
or baptisas. Some have given their lives for their faith, 4
5
and some have renounced it. Christianity ie never more than
a generation from annihilation, but it has survived one
generation of Communism in China.
l

Baker J. Cauthen, "The Orient," !h! Commission, VIII,
5 (June, 1945), p. 4.
2

Letter from Howson Lee to the F. M. B., July 9, 1946,
in The Commission, IX, 10 (October, 1946)~ p. 22.
3
Statement by Dr. J. Winston Crawley, Secretary for the
Orient, Foreign Mission Board of the Southern Baptist Convention, in personal interview, December 12, 1965. His data is
drawn from the reports of refugees coming into Hong long
and from the information coming to Chinese outside China who
have contacts inside. There is al so a magazine, Heavenly
~. which is published by Christians in Red China. It is

87
evaluated by the National Council of Churches Foreign Mission
Society in their publication, China Bulletin. Guided tours
provided by the goveniment and the reports of visitors to
Red China, businesemen, and newsmen also provide scanty
information on the state of Christianity within China.
4
Statement by Dr. Eugene L. Hill in personal interview,
December 11, 1965. At lenet seventeen former students or
Dr. Hill met their death in Coromunist prisons.

sLetter

from Elizabeth Hale to J. T. Williama, June 17,

1963, in Williams, ntetters."
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